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I .. INTRODUCTION 
A... Statement of the Problem 
With the industrial development of India, technical changes and 
the government t s day to day changing policies' many managerial problems 
have come up in the textile industry.. Social adjustments to technical 
changes, immobility of labor, rationalization of industry as a whole, and 
difficulties in stepping up productivity are some of the problems of the 
day among government. officials, management and labor leaders. 
The purpose of this thesis is to bring managerial problems forth 
for discussion and analysis. With the industrialization of the country 
and present competition increasing from all directions, management is 
continually having pressure brought to bear to reduce costs and yet main-
tain quality. 
The most important managerial problems are higher costs of raw 
material, competitive pricing, climbing wage demands, increased foreign 
production and management of manpower. The ~bove problems in turn bring 
about advanced planning and scheduling due also to seasonal fluctuations 
and inventories and merchandising. 
B. Historical D~velopment 
The textile industry has probably always occupied the place of 
honor in the industrial system of this co~try. It is autho.ritatively 
claimed that India is the acc.redited birth-place of cotton manufacture. 
certain passages in the Rig Veda, Mahabharata, Ramaya.na, Puranas, etc .. , 
indicate the antiquity and flourishing state of the industry.. Baine in 
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his book, "The Hist~ry of the Indian Manufactures", observes that the 
birth-place of cotton manufacture is India where it has flourished 
probably from pre-historic times. 
The first Indian cotton mill was established in 1817 and by 
the year 1900 there were about 193 mills with nearly 5 million spindles 
and 4o,ooo looms. The growth of the textile industry, which is the most 
important of the four industries of India, over the last one century, is 
momentous and historic. It is now passing through difficult days and un-
stinted efforts for its development are necessary from all quarters to 
increase the prosperity of our country. 
The following table shows the progress made by the industry in 
its productive equipment: 
Table No. I 
Year No. of Mills No. of Spindles No. of Looms 
Ending June 
1900 •• •• '193 4,945,783 40,124 
1910 •• . . 263 6,195,671 82,725 
Ending August 
1920 •• •• 253 6,763,076 119,012 
1930 ..• •• 348 9,124,768 179,250 
1940 ... •• 388 10,005,785 200,076 l95o •• . . 425 10,849;026 199,775 
1951 •• •• 445 11,240,635 201,484 
1952 •• ... 453 11,427,034 203,786 
1953 .. . •• 457 11,721,139 207,250 
1954 .. 461 11,888,165 207,763 •• •• 
1955 •• •• 461 +2,068,544 207,347 
1956 •• .... 465 12,375,805 206,580 
Source: The Indian Cotton Mill Industry, its Importance to the Nation-
The Mi1lowners' Association, Bombay, 1957. 
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T:tul cotton mills are situated in many parts of th.e country, 
but 55.5 per cent. and 67.6 per cent. of the industry's total spindles 
and looms respectively are. concentrated in the enlarged State of 
Bombay. The regional distribution of mills is shown in the following 
table: 
Table tiGh II* 
Where situated. No. of No. of No. of 
Mills. Spindles. Looms.· 
Bombay City and Island· •• 66 3,113,620 64,467 
Ahmedabad • • •• 71 2,039,162 41,550 
Rest of Bombay State ••• 75 1,709,652 33,575 
Rajasthan ... . . ll 162,704 3,412 
East Punjab • • •• 6 105,884 1,650 
Delhi •• . .. 7 176,032 3,·973 
Utter pradesh •• • • 29 832,368 13,945 
Madhya pradesh •• •• 19 ~499,084 12,520 
orissa • • •• 2 51,556 864 
Bihar •• . .. 3 38,468 '745 
west Bengal . . ..... 39 539,034 10,652 
.Andhra . . •• 10 120,688 1,666 
Madras •• •• 94 2,334;5ll 8,559 
:Mysore . . •• 16 384,518 5,139 
Kerala .. . .. 14 191,396 1,537 
Pondichery • • ... 3 77,128 2,326 
Grand Total t lNDIA. 465 12,375,805 206,580 
· The following maP** shows the different regions and states of 
the country after reorganization, as on November 1, 1956. 
The industry admittedly plays a very vital role in the economy 
of the country. Apart from the fac.t that it supplies the second elemental 
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need of humanity, next ~nly to food, there is invested in it at the 
present time capital to the extent of $ 212,000,000, it employs about 
600,000 people, and the total value of textiles produced by textile 
mills in Ind"ia annually is approximately as high as $ 1,474,ooo,ooo. 
In the matter of production, in the year 1951 the United 
States of America topped the list. India came second and Japan was 
only fifth. Yet in the matter of exports Japan stood first, United 
Kingdom second., the United States of America third and India only 
fourth in respect of the year 1951. In the year 1950, India occupied 
the first place, but as a result of the Government's policy of banning 
exports, India receded to the fourth place in the subsequent year. In 
that year the textile industry could export only 17.9 per cent. of its 
production while the percentage of exports to production in respect of 
Japan and the United Kingdom were 52.6 and 39.3 respectively. Indiats 
textile exports account for 45 per cent. of the nationts entire exports. 
This most important industry is unfortunately not yet self-
. . . . 
sufficient in the matter of cotton, its main raw material. Added to 
this, the relationship between the employer and the employee is not all 
that could be desired. The. industry 14hich is destined to play a great 
part in the national economy has unfortunately, not so far received 
due consideration from the government. The authorities appear to be 
laboring under idealistic notions instead of practical realism. 
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c. Recent Development 
Among the various textile industries in India, the cotton mill 
industry stands in the forefront as the biggest national industry. Its 
healthy progress and expansion are evidently matters of vital importance 
to this country. But faced with problems peculiar to our economic con-
ditions, the industry throughout its past history has suffered numerous 
setbacks and its progress, as compared to textile industries in most 
other countries, has seriously retarded. The recent attainment of 
political independence and the partition of the country have created new 
problems in the already difficult situation in which the industry found 
i tsel·f after the last war.. The facts of the present situation may be 
surveyed briefly as follows: 
As a result of the diversion of cotton acreage to the growing 
of food grains and the loss of the most ·valuable cotton tracts to Pakistan, 
there is now a lack of balance between the ·indigenous cotton crop and the 
requirement of raw cotton by the mills in respect of both quantity and· 
quality. This is the biggest hurdle that needs to be crossed in the 
drive for an iminediate increase in the production of cloth and yarn. The 
fall in production due·to inadequate and irregular supply of raw cotton, 
which is not always suited to the requirements of the mills, has con-
tributed to their increased manUfacturing costs. 
Though it is difficult to generalize, the industry has in 
many respects become out-of-date in its equipment and methods. It 
has been handicapped qy its dependence on foreign countries for the 
11 
supply of improved machinery, labor-saving devices and various items 
of machine accessories. Hence time~y action in the form of new 
equipment has been postponed in the past and the industry is finding 
it difficult to adjust itself to the new situations. 
For want of a well-organized labor movement and due to lack 
of farsightedness and understanding of their responsibilities, both 
management and employees have failed to build up the relationship 
essential for the progress of the industry. The state has also in the 
past failed to take adequate measures to improve these relations. 
Due to bad living conditions, poor nutrition and want of 
elementary education, the average industrial worker is so physically 
depressed that he is unable to make his f~ contribution to the 
. productive effort. The industry has failed to improve the social and 
economic well-being of its workers. An attempt will be made iri this 
paper to stress the ·importance of rooasures which in the long run may 
influence the healthy growth of the industry. 
; 
D • ·· Changes ·in Management 
Business enterprise in India is administered and con-
trolled under a Managing Agency System.Which came from the British. 
The development o:f a managing agency system in India is interesting 
and reveals clearly the process o:f economic institutions adapting 
themselves to environment. Capital was very limited and concentrated 
in the hands. of a· :few· traders and bankers. These classes, especially 
tlie Parsees and somewhat later the Bhatias, took the initiative in 
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pioneering the industry especially with the phenomenal profits aecumu-
lated during the American Civil War. Due to the scarcity of industrial. 
pioneers amd administrators, the whole task of pioneering, promoting, 
financing and managing the mills fell on . the shoulders of a few merchants. 
Although with a view to getting a certain amount of additional capital 
they were prepared to take in some. from outside, they always took care 
that control remained in their own hands. The main field of enterprise 
was, of course, the cotton industry. T.he credit and resources of the 
managing agents were essential for supporting the industry. The in-
vestors were few and very shy at that time. The banks were unwilling 
to advance money even when goods were pledged unless the managing agent 
guaranteed the loans. The public which deposited their money in the 
form of deposits with mills did so wholly on the basis of the standing 
and credit of the managing agents. Obvious~y; under the peculiar cir-
cumstances prevailing then, the managing agency system was the only 
· method of industrial expansion. 
The managing agent may either be a sole trader or a partner-
ship, or a private limited company or a public limited company. It is 
usually an eXisting and well-established firm but recently many in-
stances have been known where the firm was formed especially for this 
purpose. 
Until recently the managing agents were mostly partnerships 
in form. But the recent tendency is to convert these partnerships into 
private limited companies for the sake of limited liability and also 
for perpetuation of legal entity •. In the Ahmedabad cotton textile 
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industTY, 33 mill companies are managed by private limited companies 
and 34 by firms or individuals. In the Bombay cotton industry 34 
companies are managed by limited companies, 13 companies by firms, 2 
have managing directors and two are managed by a Board of Directors. 
Some managing agents are even public limited companies, though, in 
their case it is sometimes difficult to obtain shares in the market. 
In certain cases, a public limited company, whose shares are available 
on the market, has purchased 97% or 99% of the interest in the partner-
ship so that for all practical purposes the managing agent is a public 
limited company. 
The managing agents have wide administrative powers given them 
by the managing agency agreement. · They make the appointments, supervise 
production, marketing, etc., and manage the office e The managing agents 
themselves hold a solid block of shares. Until 1936 Indian Company taw 
imposed no restrictions whatever on Illanaging agents. Nowhere in its 
fold of 290 sections did the Act define or even mention the word 
managing agent e This enabled the managing agents to reign like un-
disputed monarchs over all that they surveyed4 The Amendment Act of 
1936 made up this gross defect to a great extent by curbing the power 
of the managing agents a great deal. One of the strongest weapons in 
the hands of managing_age~ts ~s the f5nancial dependence on them of the 
companies they manage. The managing agent has a great hand in the 
appointment of directors. Before the Amendment of 1936, quite often 
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he used to appoint a large proportion of the Board. But Section 
87 now prohibits any such appointments beyond one-third of the total 
number of directors (except in the case of a private company). 
Apart .from the above situation, a great deal has been said 
about the Managing Agency System and the methods pursued b.1 some of 
the Managihg Agents. ·More than once the Tariff Board has referred to 
the fact that criticism has been addressed on the hereditary character 
of the Managing Agency, and on-the lack of technical knowledge in some 
of the managing agents who have inherited a concern whose workings they 
know nothing about9 On the other hand, there have also been cases where 
the hereditary system has led to a natural pride in the maintenance of 
the industrial unit in great eff:iciency and to the personal care which 
the members of the managing· agency have taken in the proper running of 
the concern. Till the beginning of the last war, most of the units 
were in the management of those who had grown in experience in the work-
ing of the textile industry. and who had acquired a fairly intimate know-
ledge of the complexities of technical management. There were some who 
were entrepreneurs with a real urge for establishing the industry on 
right lines and who spared no pains to master the problems of the in-
dustr,r. Their interest in the industry and their concern for its 
security led them to depend largely on expert technical advice and to 
give such advice all the regard and respect that is its due. 
The examination of the present state of the industry by a 
Working Party for Cotton Textile Industry, ·constituted under notifi-
cation No• 1(4)/WOP(l) datBd March 31, 195l of the Department of 
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Industry and Supp~, Government of India, has revealed a new factor 
and a new development which has an important bearing on the h~al thy 
growth of the industry and on its productivity. It is a well-known 
fact. that 'some of the leading textile units have changed hands since 
the end of the last war. The new management,· in several cases, had no 
experience of any industry, least of all experience of the textile 
industry. Mere financiers hitherto, having an ambition to become 
industrialists without any experience in the running of an industrial 
concern. There is also the fact 'that, in some cases at least, textile 
mills whichwere models of efficient management and Whose managements 
were well-equipped with technical knowledge passed into the hands of 
new industrialists. The fact cannot be denied that owing to the change 
of management in some cases to in-experience hands both prOduction and 
quality have suffered. There are still several textile units which are 
models both in efficiency and in technical management, but even so the 
example set by the new managements to which reference has been made, are 
a disturbing factor throughout the industry.and has led in the case of 
less stable an~ less progressive mills to a corresponding deterioration 
in many aspects relative to the industry. 
E. International Outlook 
The international trade in cotton textile fell sharply from 
5,120 million y~rds in 1955, but was slightly higher than the 1953 
total, which was the lowest figure reached since the war. 
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Action taken by various governments throughout the world has 
continued to affect materially world trade in textiles. Nineteen hundred 
fifty-five was the first year in which the communist states entered into 
international trade, much of their business being done on a barter basis, 
' ' 
and one cannot but View with appi-ehensioif'the effect which it is going to 
have on the pattern of trade which had become established since the war. 
New textile mills are springing up rapidly in many countries 
which formerly imported the bulk of their requirements, and imports by 
them are bound to be replaced by home production. Certain countries 
have entered into bilateral treaties which canalize trade between them. 
Other countries have imposed, some for reasons of exchange, restrictions 
on imports. New countries are entering the field of int~rnational trade, 
and orders are now being accepted by such countries as Pakistan, China 
and Spaine 
Probably the only factor which is helping to stem the tide of 
a shrinking world market is the loans granted to various countries by 
the United states Government in the form of raw cotton. Most of these 
countries have no industries of their own, but they make this cotton 
available to those countries willing to supply the equivalent value in 
cloth. From the long term point of view, however, there is one bright 
prospect. As underdeveloped countries, particularly those in the Far 
Eastern part of the world, improve their economies the consumption of 
cloth is bound to increase ver rapidly. Many countries have not yet 
reached their pre-war per capita consumption, so not only is there 
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much leeway. to ~e made up, but it is to be hoped that increased pur-
chasing power will help inill.ions of people in these areas to acquire 
their essential needs. 
As far as India is concerned, the year 1955, compared with 
1954 shows a drop of about 9 per cent in our exports, from 898 million 
yards to 815 million yards 9 The first q~arter. of the year 1956 showed 
a further loss, which may be partially due to the disturbances which 
occured in Bombay in January. The second quarter showed some im-
provement but did not reach the average of the year 1955. 
While there was a considerable fall-off in our exports to 
the Asian, African and Oceana Zones, there was improv~ment in our ex-
port to the American continent. · This improvement continued during the 
first half of 1956. It is regrettable to see that the position is still 
deteriorating as far as the Asian Zone is concerned. In this category, 
there has been a considerable increase in the shipments of coarse goods, 
particularly during the first half of 1956, and the assistance received 
from govez:nment by the removal of export duty has clearly had a salutary 
effect. Medium goods continued to show a decline, and whereas in the 
first six months in 1954 we exported 44.5 million yards of fine goods 
only 6. 77 million yards left our shores in the first half of 1956. 
There was no ~hange in the very small quantity of superfine goods export-
ed from India. 
The fact that we·are unable to export an appreciable quantity 
of fine and superfine goods is a positive proof that our cost of manu-
facture in this is greater ..than· those of our competitors. While indi-
18 
vidual wages are comparatively low compared to European and American 
mills, they compare favorably with those in Japan. On the other hand, 
we employ for the same output three and a half times the number of · 
operatives in English mills, nine to ten times as many as in the United 
states of America and seven to eight times those reported to be employed 
in Japan. 
These two all-important factors emphasize most clearly how 
urgent it is for our industry to ~odernize its equipment and rationalize 
its methods of production 1mder the supervision of well-trained and 
qualified management if we are to retain our overseas trade in textile 
industry. 
F. Future outlook 
Past achievements and future possibilities are alike impressive 
and inspiring. 'But there is a concentration of circumstances which make 
the present bristle with problems of a wide range and scope and of cru-
cial significance. While experts; grapple with these problems, it is of 
immens~ importance that the public should have a fairly clear perception 
of the nature of these problems~ their inter~relations and inter-actions, 
their bearing on what is loosely termed the national economic problem. 
The first point to seize is that the basic conditions in which 
we in the past imagined the growth and development of the Indian textile 
industry have changed a.l.most beyond recognition. We are passing through 
a period of profo1md and significant change. The new man-made fibres, a 
new distribution of productive capacity as between different countries, 
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and a growing substitution of the·.· scientific approach as opposed to . 
craftsmanship are perhaps the most significant of the changes now making 
themselves more and more apparent. 
The reports of the Productivity Teams to America are practi-
cally unanimous in stating that the remarkable increase in industrial 
. . ; 
productivity achieved by the American people is largely due to their 
willingness to accept the fact of change and. to adapt their thinking 
accordingly. It is understood that the best elements in the British 
textile industry are also beginning to learn this lesson, then why 
should we remain behind and not mold our thinking with the change of 
time? The spirit of times is producing a sense of alertness, a sense 
of urgency, which may prove to be comparable to that which resulted in 
the Industrial Revolution and which gave the textile industry of Britain 
a flying start in the race for industrial prosperity,. That race is 
harder now than it was then. Growing world competition compels us to 
keep on our toes. Not only do we need the best organization, the best 
machines and . the best techniques, but we need in every department the 
best staff, well-trained inwork study, costing, personnel_.management, 
production and quality control, etc;. 
The challenge of marketing, as is. true of several other issues, 
translates itself into a challenge to the managerial capacities available 
within the ranks of the mill industry. Within the factory itself the 
situation calls for a greater alertness which must ultimately transform 
the smooth running of a mechanical craft to the management of process-
flow of several operations. -Even in countries like the United States 
20. 
and England, whiCh are more favorably situated the transformation is 
far from complete, and to the extent to which it has-been achieved, is 
as a result of years of hardship and blunder followed by a corrective 
type of experimentation. The textile industry in India need not re-
enact the follies that others have _ha~ to go through, but this can happen 
only if the industry adopts a conscious approach to the problems of manage-
ment. The keynote of such an approach will have to be continuous change, 
in place of the more discontinuous developments that have served the 
purpose, on the whole none too badly,.· heretofore. It is no longer merely 
a question of shifting from one l'at;i.o,,of machines to men, to another, 
a higher ration. The change Will have to be more continuous, if the 
industry is to ma~e the re-adjustments in favor of the handloom industry, 
and also hold its own against the powerloom factories, rayon weavers and 
hosiery factories. In operational terms, a management approach oriented 
along these lines would imply a withdrawal of the faith that considerable 
sections of the industry still lavish on traditional methods. 
The textile industry of India is moving into the second cen-
tury of its existence in an atmosphere bristling with a variety of chal-
lenges. The fi~st century of achievement is a proof of the tnnate capa~ 
city of those associated with the industry to respond effectively to the 
challenges, and to ensur~ progress over a longer period of time. It is 
equally obvious that the second century will be mainly differentiated 
from the first in the extent of collective consciousness at all levels 
that will make itself felt in the patterns of growth to be woven by the 
cotton mills of India. 
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- G. Scientific Approach to the Problem 
The ultimate· purpose of all economic . activities is the 
economic welfare of society. such welfare calls for abundance of goods 
and services. But increases in production alone does not solve the 
problem if aggregate income derived from such production cannot provide 
ttfair wagesn for all. Promotion in plenty in conjunction With a higher 
standard of living is our objective and may be attained through: 
(i) A socialized economic-organization as a whole, and (ii) Efficient 
working of each separate industrial organization. The attairunent of 
.·the second objective, which is our main problem, depends on the com-
petency of the executives on whom the management of the firm or organi-
zation is vested and the managerial techniques these executives use. 
Until recently, the management of industrial units was mostly in the 
hands of people whose operating technique was based on individual common 
sense and past experience mostly based on rule ... of-thumb method.. There 
was no application of science in management. Application of scientific 
management to industry would mean solving probJ.?ms not merely by guess 
work and vague knowledge called experience, but by systematic study of 
the issue and statistical analysis. The approach is both to the plant 
and machinery, workmen and executives .. 
Every worker and executive should be trained to function with~ 
in the limitation of his knowledge and ability. A man may be successful 
at one level of a function but fail totally in another capacity. When 
favoritism-and nepotism get the upper-hand in the selection of executives, 
·' 
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as is often the case with~dian industries, plants suffer from in-
efficient management both from the qu8.lity and production point of 
view. Poorly trained executives cannot control workers effectively. 
When efficient men are compelled to work under an incompetent super-
visor, their performance is bound to. suffer. 
The scientific system is very helpful in the selection of 
workers and executives through various types of tests and does away 
with favoritism and nepotism. The most obvious advantage is the ad-
ditional output that results from more intensive and better directed 
division of labor and fuller utilization of capital, knowledge and re-
sources. By basing the wage system on a scientific formula which 
changes automatically with efficiency, one main ground of industrial 
dispute is thus removed. The cost of unit production will be lowered, 
prices will be reduced if there is free competition, useless waste of 
raw materials and human labor will be avoided. Increased efficiency 
of the workers followed by increased wages and reduced selling prices 
will bring about a higher standard of living for the working class. 
To the consumer, it will mean lower prices, to the producer, expanding 
markets, brisk business, higher profits, raising of capital at low rates 
of interest, and to the community, greater industrial security. 
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II. Government and the Textile Industry 
A. .Raw Material 
Cotton occupies an important place in the agricultural as well 
as in the industrial econom.1 of Iridia. It is the main cash crop for the 
farmers ahd the raw material for textile industry. In order to . achieve 
increase .of production in industry, it is very essential to attain self-
sufficiency both in quantity and quality of raw cotton as on this de-· 
pends to a large extent the possibility of expanding production even on 
the basis of the present installation of machinery. The table below 
shows the availability of raw cotton locally produced and imports of 
Year 
.1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
\ 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
-. 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
... 
., . 
•• 
•• 
Table No. III 
CONSUMPTION OF COTTON BY INDIAN MILLS 
(1944-56) 
(In thousand bales of 392lbs.) 
Indian Cotton Foreign Cotton Total 
4·16o 684 4,844 j . 
4,291 597 4,888 
3,545 635 4,180 
3,252 724 3,976 
3;283 1_;105 4,388 
2;816 1,224 4,o4o 
2,421 1,071 3,492 
2,740 1_,106 3,846 
3,234 1,025 4;259 
3;694 788 4,482 
3;95o 727 4,677 
4;306 579 4,885 
4,372 619 4,991 
Source: The Millowners t Association, Bombay. The Indian Cotton Mill 
Industry- Its importance to the nation, 1957. 
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foreign cotton that havejbeen necessitated to enable the mills to 
produce to the extent to which they have done during the thirteen 
years from 1944 to 1956. 
It may be seen from these figures that there has been main 
deficiency in the availability of local cotton during 1948-1952. The 
production of cotton in India has shown a sharp decrease compared to 
the total quantity of cotton available before the creation of Pakistan, 
owing to the fact that a large amount of cotton particularly long staple, 
was grown in the area now called Pakistan. The table below shows the 
quantities of staple cotton that were available from the Pakistan area 
until the year 1946:' 
Table No. IV 
CONSUMPI'ION OF PAKISTAN CarTON BY INDIAN MILLS (1941-1946) 
(In thousands of bales of 400 lbs.) 
Cotton Season. Consumption of Total Indian Percentage of 
Pakistan Mill Pakistan to 
Cotton. Consumption. total consumption. 
1941-42 •• 1,006 4,436 22.7 
1942-43 •• 1,36o 4,855 28.0 
1943-44 •• 1,344 4,831 27.8 
1944-45 •• 1,253 4,887 25.6 
1945-46 •• 1,261 4,653 27.1 
Source: 
I . 
Government of India, Department of Commerce and Industry, 
Working Party Report, 1953. 
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After the partitiQn of the count~ into India and Pakistan, 
imports from Pakistan continued though on a somewhat reduced scale, 
later, acute scarcity of cotton arose partly because of diminishing 
imports from that area and partly because of seasonal conditions in 
India itself. 
The problem of increasing the area under cultivation and 
thereby making available sufficient raw material produced in the co1.mtry 
for the textile mills is the first serious problem in connection with the 
textile industry. Some of the State Governments realized the importance 
of this and have done sone effective work in increasing the production 
of cotton. Directors of Agriculture 1.mder ins.tructions of the Central 
and State Governments have. undoubtedly done good work in encouraging 
the cultivation of cotton, though all of them have had considerable 
difficulties in choosing between two priorities - the additional growth 
of more food stuffs and the ad.ditio1;lal growth of more cotton. It was 
but natural that the "grow more foodrt campaign would receive the first 
attention from these Governments. In spite of all this, efforts are 
being made to promote great~r growth of cotton along with greater pro-
duction of food stuffs. Apprec~able progress has already been made in 
this direction. Increases in cotton output per acre are being secured 
by means of improved seed, irrigation, careful treatment and ferti-
lization of the soil. In the irrigated tracts of the Punjab and Madras, 
the yield of cotton per acre is now 200 to 250 pounds, while in the 
dry areas the normal yield is 60 to 100 pounds.. The cultivation of 
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sea-island.cotton, de.scribed as the world's finest long-staple cotton, 
will be extended to 300,000 acres in Kerala, .Assam and Mysore by 1960-61.. 
Long staple now forms approximately 40 per cente of the total cotton 
output in the· country. 
Cotton output in 1956-57 reached the high level of 4,800 bales 
as against 4,ooo,ooo bales in 1955-56. Attempts are being made to 
increase the production to 6,500 bales per annum during the current 
plan period.. It is a difficult. undertaking as it is manifestly im-
possible to divert a much larger area for cotton cultivation when the 
need for increasing the production of basic food stuffs is so greate 
Nevertheless, research bodies like the Technological Laboratory of the 
Indian Central Cotton Committee can play a great part in assisting the 
farmer to obtain bigger yields peracre than at present. 
The mill industry is the principal consumer of home-grown 
cotton and will need it in ever-increasing quantities as its own respon-
sibility to clothe the nation and to fulfil the country• s commitments in 
regard to export of textiles grows. A following char't* shows the total 
quantities of Indian and foreign cottons consumed by the mills. 
While the farmer is certain.ly entitled to receive-a good price 
for his produce, it is of the utmost importance that cotton should not 
be made needlessly expensive if cloth and yarn are to become available 
to the consummer at low prices. Recent increases in cotton prices, 
which often pierced the prescribed ceilings, should not be allowed to 
*26, P• 10. 
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recur, as such developments are ..apt to produce adverse effects. on the 
economy as a whole. Similarly, exports of cotton should not be allowed 
to weaken the position pf Indian cotton manufactures in the overseas 
market. After all, cloth and yarn are better earners of foreign exchange 
than is cotton. 
Another problem which requires serious attention of authorities 
in respect of raw material is the purity of the cotton grown in many 
areas which has been adversely affected owing to various reasons.. The 
purity of seed, which used to be sown . in the past, is not be_ing. main .. 
tained today.. Jarilla Cotton, for instance, even when harvested from 
the field, contains many lower varieties though the agriculturalist is 
. . 
tempted to sell the whole quantity as Jarilla cotton and· obtain the 
. . 
superior price of. Jarilla. During nearly three decades, the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee has, through the funds put at its disposal .b.r 
the Cotton Cess Act, endeavoured to promote agricultural and techno-
logical research in cotton cultivation in the interest and welfare of 
the cotton grower and its experiments were intended to promote the 
growth. of special varieties of cotton particularly :medium. and staple 
cotton. In the field and in the market,_ cotton of different. staple 
lengths or in other words,. of different well-known varieties, were 
grown <;>r kept separ~tel:y- apd the purity of each variety was fairly main-
tained. There is no doubt that the problem of purification of the vari-
eties of cotton is as important as the growing of more cotton. This 
problem can be solved to some extent by enforcing more strictly the 
Cotton Ginning and Pressing Factor-ies Act, 19'~5 which is designed to 
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check malpractices of mixing~watering and false-packing at the 
ginning and pressing factories, by sealing off areas of particular 
varieties of cotton and by distributing the necessary pure seeds to 
the cotton cultivator gradually attain the position in their respective 
areas which a decade or so before they maintained whereby the purity of 
the varieties will be unquestionable. 
·The tendency of the textile industry has been to develop into 
spinning finer coUn~s of yarn and that the raw material position which 
was the main asset of the Industry when it started and was given pro~ 
taction, is gradually changing to the detriment· of the consumption of 
local varie~ies~ and to increased ~ependence on imported staple and long 
staple cotton. It is therefore necessary that efforts must be made to 
enlarge the area of cultivation where staple and l~ng staple cotton can 
be grown. 
The production of cotton can also be increased by inducing the 
cultivator to utilize chemical fertilizers and thereby enable him to 
produce more cotton from the same acreagee The cost of such fertilizers 
proved a check on acreage particularly in relation to the price of the 
cotton, but now that_ artificial fert~izers of the requisite kind are 
being produced in the country specially at the Sindri Factory, State 
Governments may through their Agricultural Departments induce cultiva-
tors b.1 granting subsidies at the initial stages to utilize such ferti-
lizers and thereby enable them to produce more cotton from the same 
area~ Even if at the initial stages subsidization of the price of 
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the artificial fertilizers is to be resorted to qy the State Govern-
ments, it will before long pay itself through increased yield and -there-
fore through the higher prices which the agriculturalist will get. 
B. Tariffs 
In regard to tariff reductions, management has no control 
whatsoever, except to make their dissenting vote heard in New Delhi. 
This type of competition cannot be handled because the present govern-
ment sees fit to sacrifice present prosperity and even survival of ~ 
of our leading industries. 
The Government of India, before independence, had treated the 
Indian textile industry in a very stepmotherly fashion so far as the 
question of tariff protection is concerned. It was only grudgingly that 
the government granted the textile industry some tariff protection in 
the inter-war years and its kindness reached its zenith when the duty ori 
Japanese goods in August 1932 was increased to 50 per cent. and was sub-
sequently raised to 75 per cent. But since that date, by gradual stages 
the level of protection has been reduced. As a result of the Indo-Jap-
anese Protocol which linked the exports of raw cotton with imports of 
Japanese cloth, the duty on Japanese piece goods was reduced to 50 per 
cent. ad valorem, with. a minimum specific duty of 5 cents per pound. 
Similarly in the case of British imports the rates were reduced as a 
result of the :r.rido-British Trade Agreement of l939. 
The Government of India did nptbing at all to offset the 
ncuttbroatn competition from which the ln:dian textile industry suffered., 
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throughout the inter-war years. The tariff position remained unchanged 
during the war period and as the duties on cotton, along with other 
tariff duties, were due to expire on March 31, 1946, the government of 
India extended them by one year to the end of March 1947 pending other 
alternative arrangement. 
Immediately after independence, our National Government 
did away with many tariff regulations which were introduced by the 
' Imperial Government and caused great mischief to the Indian textile 
industry. The first thing that the National Government did was that 
it allowed the Protective Duties to expire at the end of March 1947, 
after a tariff enquiry in 1947. Protective Duties on cotton cloth and 
yarn were converted as revenue duty with effect from April 1, 1947. 
Regime of protection to the Indian textile industry against imports of 
cloth and ·yarn which commenced in 1927, ended on March 31, 1947. As 
a result, our exports increased over imports during the subsequent 
years and in 1950 our exports touched its peak level of 1150 million 
yards of· coarse, medium, fine and superfine piece goods of cloth. A 
following char't* ·shows comparative quantities of cloth exports over 
the years 1942-56. 
Now that normal conditions have returned, the cut-throat 
competition in India and abroad has revivede Japan has started captur-
ing its lost markets during the war. New producers such as Brazil and 
China are enjoying the same advantages in the foreign market as other 
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. -exporterse In the past our producers were. probably not much upset by 
imports of finer quality cloth from Lancashire, England •. But as the 
·Indian industry increasingly specializes, the imports of British or 
American cloth will not be welcome to us so far as they offer "cut-
throattt competition to Indian industry. 
The government should grant lib~ral tariff protection to the 
Indian textile industry on the ground that the industry is still in a 
backward condition as compared to better organized producing units in 
some other countries from which we are likely to get competition. It 
is worth emphasizing that the Indian textile industry is not altogether 
responsible for its backwardness, part responsibility for which must 
necessarily rest upon the general industrial backwardness of the country 
as a whole. 
But tariff protection; if it is reasonable and adequate, can 
only solve the problem of ttcutthroattt competition from foreign pro-
ducers in the Indian market. Other and special efforts will have to 
be made to meet ttcutthroatn competition to Indian cotton piece goods 
. . 
from foreign products in outside markets, which India has been supply-
ing so far. This is the area where the management and the produces 
have to play their part. The management should pay very strict attent-
ion to these foreign markets if they are to be developed and maintained. 
The tasks of consumers in these markets will have to be carefully 
studied, contacts will have to be established with importers and whole-
salers, and great care should be taken to conform to all the 
formalities required by 'tlie customs and other regulations in these 
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markets. It is care on these small points which determines the com-
petitive power of rival producers. ·It is suggested here that it would 
be worthwhile to have a centralized organization, or a number of organi-
zations, of the producer-exporters in this country so that this organi-
zation might occasionally send out trade representatives and might 
maintain permanent contacts in these countries for the benefits of its 
members. There is no reason w~ Indian goods should not sell in 
Australia, East Africa, some Eastern and European countries in the 
neighborhood of India if management can take care of all these points 
and supply goods of proper quality at competitive prices. 
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III. LAJ30R CONDTI':I:ONS AND PROBLEMS 
A. Wages 
Laoor is one of the most important factors which affects the 
production and supply of textiles. The labor problem is a very intri-
cate and delicate one and requires a considerable amount of tact and 
thought in handling it. The textile industry alone employs about 40 
per cent. of the entire industrial labor of India. Though the relation-
ship between the management and the employee has improved considerably 
in recent times, still it is far from the ideal relations of mutual 
trust, co-operation and good will. 
Wages in the cotton textile trades normally constitute between 
twenty-five and thirty-five per cent of total sales, and they have an 1m ... 
portant bearing on profits. Wages are high in the cotton industry, so 
high that with recent increases the top level bas been reached. Raw 
materials and wages comprise the major costs to managements and now the 
selling price, either wholesale or retail, has been raised as high as 
. . 
the consumers will accept. Competition has forced this situation 
causing the last increase in wages to be absorbed in a decreased profit~ 
Marginal mills can't afford this loss and if something is not done soon 
many concerns will be out of business. 
There is an erropeous impression that Indian textile labor is 
paid low. This may be due to ignorance of facts and figures. It is no 
exaggeration to say that textile labor has been able to get for them-
selves the highest basic minimum wage and in addition to that a large 
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amount of ttdearness allowances"·*Workers in no other industry in India 
get as high earnings as the- textile worker. In 1947, for example, in 
the· Indian Dorillnion the average earnings of a cotton mill worker were 
200 dollars as against 100 dollars earned by a worker in the jute mill 
industry and 150 dollars earned by a worker in the engineering industry. 
Since independence, labor in India has taken a big turn towards 
/,., 
its social and economic well-being. The gains of the cotton mill worker 
in particular are most impressive. The annual wage bill of the industry 
amounts to about 2,000,000 dollars. The real wages of the workers have 
moved ~p steadily since the war and direct labor costs of the textile 
industry have advanced sharply in recent years. The substantial increase 
in wages of textile workers, as reflected in the following table, not 
only resulted from the rise in dailywage rates but also a good amount 
of "dearness allowancestt were paid. The following table shows the average 
earnings of the cotton mill workers in Bombay City from 1914 to 1956.: 
Table No. V~ 
Year 
1914 •• 
1939 '-•• 
1945 •• 
1950 "·-
1951 •• 
1952 •• 
1953 • • 
1954 ... 
1955 •• 
1956 •• 
* Cost-of-living bonus 
'**26, P• 18. 
Average monthly wage. for 26 days 
(inclusive of ttdear.ness allowance) 
(In dollars) 
•• 3.50 
•• 7.00 
•• 13.00 
•• 19.50 
•• 21.00 
•• 22.00 
•• 23~5o 
• • 24.oo 
•• 23.00 
•• 24.00 
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In addition to the above wages, the Bombay cotton mill worker 
receives bonus varying from 6 dollars to 30 dollars per year. He is also 
the beneficiary of far-reachirig welfare measures, the object of which is 
to render him effective assistance in the event of unemployment, sickness, 
disablement and in old age. 
In November 1956, the textile worker in Bombay was ~warded a 
gratuity at the rate of one month's basic wage for each year of service 
before November 1, 1952 and half a month's wage for service thereafter, 
the maximum gratuity payable being .fifteen months 1 basic wages. This is 
the second old-age benefit for the worker and follows closely on the 
heels of the provident fund scheme which was introduced as recently as 
in November 1952. It is reported that the rate of the employers' contri-
bution to this fund will be increased from 6.75 per cent. to 8.75 per 
cent. Again, the Employees state Jhsurance Corporation has announced that 
the employers• contribution to the employeest heaJ.-th plan will be raised 
from 1.75 per cent.to 3.75 per cent. of wages. The combined incidence 
of the two additional levies is estimated to cost the Bombay mills a sum 
of 280,000 dollars per year. The cost of labor differs Wid~ly at dif-
ferent centers. 
In pursuance of the recommendations contained in the Second Five 
Year Plan for the establishment of tripartite wage boards for individual 
industries, the government has appointed a seven-member Central Wage 
Board for Cotton Textiles ttto work out a wage structure based on 
principles of fair wages". The Planners themselves are, however of 
the-opinion that ".improvement :l.n wages can result mainly from 
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-increased productivityn .. * They further point out that the possibility 
of marginal units going out of production and thus accentuating the 
problem of unemployment should not be lost sight of when claims for 
higher wages are considered. 
Even though the wages of textile labor have gone up consi-
derably since the attainment o.f independence, Indian labor is not nearly 
as well off as in foreign countries. It is not well-housed, well-clothed 
or well-fed·. This situation has:, of colirse, an effect upon current pro-
blems of the management. It should-not be forgotten. that .goods turned 
out by comparatively cheap labor are co~eting in .. the foreign market with 
goods produced with efficient machinery and modern methods. The goods 
of competing countries are better in quality and quantity. As long as 
Indian management doesn't improve in its methods and machinery, the in-
dustry cannot compete in foreign markets, which is necessarily a factor 
in the marketing of goods and in determining the· price paid to labor. 
Managerial problems can be met if management is willing to 
help the employees rather than continually pulling in the opposite di-
rection. Internal competition oftentimes is more dangeroud than external 
competition. 
B.. Employment 
Since the plans of rationalization of the textile industry, 
such as introduction of automatic looms, modernization of machinery with 
*38, P• 173• 
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the latest technological imp~ovements, are seriously being considered 
by the government and management, there has been general unrest among 
the textile workers in India. Management is facing the problem of 
rationalization of the industry at the hands of the workers. Labor is 
reluctant to accept plans because they feel that it would create the 
problem of unemployment of workers who had hitherto been gainfully em-
ployed. They are also of the opinion that this will increase the 
workload on the part of the operatives and it would not be fair to the 
worker in his present physicalcondition to· increase the strain put on 
him. 
The cotton textile industry is one of the biggest and most im-
portant industries of our country. Ju,dged from the point of view of em-
ployment, capital investment, production and general economic condition., 
the industry occupies the foremost place in the economic structure of the 
country. 
Of the 1.4 million of persons employed in 1956 in all indus-
tries in the Indian Union, .8 million or 57 per cent were employed in 
this industry alone e It is interesting to note that in spite of the 
fact that several n:ew industries have·been established during the last 
decade, labor in this industry has not only continued to form the single· 
largest gro~p of factorY workers b~t their proportion to the total has 
been increasing. While in 1947, of the total D.umber of persons em-
ployed in all industries, those employed in this industry formed 36 per 
cent.. In 1956, the corresponding percentage was 57 per cent .. 
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Unlike other industries the cotton mill industry contains 
a considerable proportion of women workers. In 1947, out of the 
.63 million workers employed ~the industry, about 64,000 or iO.l per 
cent of the total were women. It is noteworthy, however, that women's 
employment in the industry has not increased in the same proportion as 
that of men .. 
The working hours in the industry are 8 per day and 48 per 
week. The number of shifts worked varies between different centers .. 
Data regarding the number of cotton mills working one, two or three 
shifts are given below: 
Table No. VI* 
Year Total Worked Worked Worked Remained 
Number of One Shift Two Shifts Three Shifts Closed 
Mills .. 
19.51 •• 373 27 187 141 19 
1952 •• 384 25 193 153 13 
1953 •• 292 31 186 158 17 
In most of the mills there is a regular change over of shifts. 
The change over takes place every week in some centers, after two weeks 
in some and at longer intervals in others. The workers enjoy periods 
of rest intervals ranging from half ~. ho.ur ·in most cases to one hour 
in a few cases. 
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Itt all the centers, workers are given leave and holidays, 
according to the provisions of the Factories Act. Under these pro-
visions, workers are entitled to a weekly holiday and also to vacation 
with pay after one year's continuous service, at the following rate: 
adults- one day for every 20 days of work, subject to a minimum of 10 
days; children- one day for every 15 days of work, subject to a minimum 
of 14 days. Apart from these statutory holidays, individual employers 
have their own regulations for the grant of different kinds of leave to 
their workers. Permanent workers in many units enjoy preferential treat-
.ment in the grant of certain kinds of leave. It would appear that in 
certain units of the industry in various centers workers are given casual 
leave up to 10 days in a year, generally without pay. Units in the 
various centers also give festival holidays generally with pay. These 
holidays varied from 3 to 4 days in. Ahmedabad; 8 to 9 days in West 
Bengal; 1 tO 6 days in South India and 8 days in Delhi. lh Madhaya 
Bharat one unit allowed 2 festival holidays while another gave 12 holi-
days. 
Under the circumstances when the workers are enjoying all the 
benefits and facilities in the textile industry, it is obvious that they 
would be reluctant to accept any plan which in their thinking, will throw 
them out of employment¥ It is very essential that management and labor 
.· 
should co-operate with each other and come to some proper understandinge 
Management is of the view that it is not necessary that rationalization 
would throw the workers out of employment. The overall effect of 
rationalizatien on the industry would enable it to increase its pro-
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duction ~t lower costs, to produce its ceiling prices and to be in a 
better position to compete in the world market. In such circumstances 
it was inevitable that the industry would expand and the expanded in-
dustry would absorb far more workers than had been displaced qy ra-
ionalization. Besides the expansion of the industry would also set in 
mot~on the start and development of several ancillary industries con-
nected With the textile industry which would mean more employment. 
C. Trade Up.ionism 
It is universally recognized that labor is entitled to its 
due share of the fruits of its labors, but that share must inevitably 
be.small if the quantity of production is not at the Tequired level. 
strikes and work stoppages, which af'fect production, should, therefore, 
in all cases be avoided and collective bargaining resorted to for the 
settlement of disputes. No amount of legislation would lead to any 
tangible results, if the parties concerned, i.e., the management and 
the workers, do not co-operate in implementing the legislation, and 
for this purpose they should be able to speak and act collectively 
through their representative associations. These associations, whether 
of the employers or of the workers, should form the foundation for 
collective action. While management in India is organized, tthe trade 
unions have had a checkered career and only recently assumed strong 
proportions. 
The Indian trade union movement had made little or no progress 
until after the first World War of 1914-1918, when prices of the 
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necessaries of life rose shal1'1Y and affected the standard of living 
of the masses. In 1918 the first union was organized in the cotton 
mill industry in Bombay City. ·In 1927-28 there were only 29 registered 
trade unions, with a membership of 100~000. After independence in 1948 
the number of unions had risen to 1,087 with a total membership of 1~087 
with a total membership of 900,000. out of these ·400~000 workers were 
the members of 200 unions in the textile industry in India while the 
total number of workers in the industry was 6,50~981. Since then it has 
made good progress and the total.number of unions have increased con-' 
siderably. 
Trade Unions. in this industry have made rapid progress and 
the textile workers have been in the vanguard in the workers' move-
ment in this country but leadership ·from among the workers themsel vas 
is still lacking. One of the difficulties in the workers choosing 
leaders from among themselves has been the fear of victimization. 
J. 
A} a time· when the degree of illiteracy among the workers 
was appalling and no sort of leadership was to be found among their 
ranks the trade union movement had to be built up by outsiders, by 
persons who did not belong ·to the working. classes. Such outside assist-
ance was very beneficial whatever headway the movement has already made 
is admittedly due to the unselfish efforts of pioneers like late Mr. N .. 
M. Joshi and M.r. v.v. Giri. The movement has had to pass through ·a 
similar stage of outside leadership in· other nations also~ but it has 
long since outgrown that stage and leaders have arisen from its ow.n 
ranke. otherwise the lack of inherent strength in the unions will 
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enable politicians to di~ert their attention to matters other than 
the vital needs of the workers themselves, so that from this point of 
view, the urgent need of educating the workers in sound trade union 
principles becomes imperativee 
Also ample ·fui:tds are required to equip the workers to take 
over the administration of the uriions in their own hands, but available 
evidence would seem to show that even the present finances of the trade 
uni~ns, such as they are, are not being put to the best possible use. 
It would appear that about 45 per cent of the income of the unions is 
being spent on administration and office expenses and salaries, not more 
than 7 per cent being set apart for their educational activities. The 
Textile Labor Association of Ahmedabad, which runs a separate institute 
for the training of tmion members is an exceptione The Union leaders 
have laid stress for the allocation of more. funds for the education of 
trade union workers, sothat. they could ultimately take over the admin-
istration of the unions. 
Under the prevailing·circumstances,the management should initi-
ate and take steps to help in building strong organizations like the 
Joint Consultative Board of Industry and Labor with representative charac-
ter of the employee organizations and trade unions which compose it. In 
helping to build such organizations, .the management would be doing no more 
than helping itself. A good company and a good trade union can very well 
exist side by side and the management would be making a mistake in try-
ing to convince workers that their union and the company are opposing 
forces and that the workers must choose between them. As long as the 
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union and the company do not represent conflicting forces and try to 
pull the worker in different directions, the worker can be. loyal to 
both and well-disposed towards each, a fact which would seem to be 
borne out even by the limited experience in India. 
Case studies and impartial research in American show that most 
workers who are union members have a dual loyalty, one to the company 
and the other to the union~ Efforts to turn the worker against a union 
are, therefore bound to be futile. On the contrary, it will be to the 
employers advantage that_ the worker should be made to feel a friendly· 
and favorable identification with both.the company and the union. Build-
ing a strong and representative trade union is, therefore, as much the 
responsibility of management as of the worker. The management, it has 
been observed, must accept and negotiate with the trade union chosen by 
the workers as a bargaining agency. Management must at times credit to 
the trade union and its leaders for advantages which he had in mind to 
concede in any event, while on his part, the worker must be willing to 
honor the agreements trade union leaders make on his behalf and to re-
gard his trade union ·as a long-term proposition, and not one to be 
abandoned if it fails to produce an advance in wages for him every six 
months or so. 
If management is not going to feel its responsibility .and help 
in building strong employee organizatiops, the government will have to 
do something in this direction. It is understood that the Planning 
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Commission,- may consider SMCtion:ing lOO,OOO dollars :in the Second Five 
Year Plan period for carrying out pilot projects of organizing trade 
unions and bringing them to sound footings. 
4? 
IV.. COMPETITION 
.A"' Mill industrY vs. Handloom 
In june 1956 the production progTam for the cotton textile in-
dustry in the: Second Five Yea,r Plan was announ·ced and the level of con-
sumption in the country per capita is fixed at 18.5 yards by 1960-61,; 
when the population is expected,to increase to some 400 million.,. The 
consumption per capita in 1956 was 16 .. :S yards. With an annual export of 
1,000 million yards, the industry is required to increase its o~tput from 
6,?00 :million yards to 8,400 million yards per annum by the end of the 
plan period~ The government propo~es that the extra 1,700 million yards 
of cloth shollld be produced as .follows: 
(a) Handl~oms (with mill ya.rn) •• 
-rn million yards 
700 
(b) Powerlooms (with 5s,ooo powerlooms · 
, to be installed in 1956~7 and 1957~8), 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
A:mbar Cloth 
Mills (for export only With 
18,000 automatic looms) · 
To be allotted later 
200 
.. 300 
350 
... 150 
It is a fact that the second plan has been conceived on an am-
bitious scale and that the government is determined to implement it fully, 
no matter how great the obstacles are in its way. The magnitude of the 
undertaking is best iUustrated by the fact that, while the total esti-
mated investment in the economy in the years 1951-56 amounted to only 
6 million dollars, as much as 14 million dollars is proposed to be spent 
-
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during the current plan period.. Indeed· even. this big outlay is regarded 
as inadequate by some of the government leaders who would like to see the 
investment increased much more substantially •. 
With such an increase in the tem~o of economic activity, and the 
consequent improvement lll the pattern of personal income, ther~ vdll in-
evitably be a greater demand for food and cloth in the coming years. Such 
a development is unavoidable in a country like India where the competing 
claims on .increased incomes cannot be many so long as the basic needs of 
the people are not fully satisfied. These facts were recogni.zed by the 
leaders of the mill industry as far back as 1955 when they urged the Plan-
ning Commission to provide for production goals in the second plan on the 
basis of consumption at 22 yards per capita .. 
It was pointed out that th~ domefjtic market was likely to ab-
sorb as mu:ch as 8,800 million yards of cloth per annum, while e:x:ports 
would be of the order of 1,000 mil:lion, yards .. ~ The industry would thus 
be required to produce 9,800 million yards or 10,000 million yards per 
annum in round figures.. Taking into consideration the labor...:.intensive 
character of handloom production :as well as the interests of the consur.aer, 
the spokesmen of the mill sector suggested that the production goal of 
10,000 million yards should be distributed as follows: 
Total cloth requirements by the end of 
the second plan (1956-61) 
(a) Mills ... 
(b) Handlooms .. , ... 
(c) Power looms ... ... 
In million yards 
10,000 
7,800 
2,000 
200 
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The handlooms were thus required to .increase their output from 1,500 
million yards to 2,000 million yards in the five-year period at the 
rate of 100 million yards per yea:r, an assignment that would have en-
sured more and better emoluments to the weaver. 
The government of India, however, chose to take a different 
view of the prospects for textiles.and in doing so was apparently in-
fluenced by :the.recommendations of'·the Kanungo·and Karve Committees, 
both of whom were of the opinion truit the rate of cloth consumption in 
. . 
the country would not be more than 18 yards per capi t1a by the end of 
the second plan.. This conclusion, however, conf'licts with the view of 
no less an authority than the Union ?tinistry for Commerce and Industry 
which has long held that the production program for the cotton textile 
industry sha,uld be drawn up in terms of a per capita consumption of' 20 
yards. 
While the government has thus been needlessly conservative in 
assessing the potential demand for cloth, it has been over~generous in 
assigning the production goals to the non-mill sectors. There is no 
doubt that, as a means of solving the unemployment problem, every pos-
sible effort should be made to promote the prosperity of the decentra-
lized sector of the economy. The ha.ndloo1nS provide employment to a 
large section of the population and, therefore, deserve encouragement. 
But, with all.the good-will in the.world .and even with the most generous 
state aid and patronage, the weaver cannot he expected to give production 
on the scale required by the planners by transcending his inherent 
limitations. 
' 
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Large sums of money are being spent for the development of 
the handlooms and since February 1953 _the mill industry has been paying 
an additional duty for this purpose •.. And yet the performance of the 
handlooms has by no means been impressive. In .fact, they have not even 
attained the production goal of 1,700 million yards prescribed under the 
first plan, the output of handloom .fabrics in 1956 being only 1,500 mil-
lion yards$ In these circumstances, the mill spokesmen's proposals .for 
this sector appear to be more practicable. 
One of the basic recommendations of the Kanungo Committee is the 
gradual transformation· of .the 1a:rge and unwieldy handloom branch into a 
compact cottage powerloom sector. But progress in that direction has been 
slow, as the government is not anxious to go ahead with the re.for.m in the 
face of pronounced hostility from the handloom interests. Power loom pro-
duction amounted to 278 million yards in 1956 • 
.Meanwhile, State patronage has been extended to a-new-spindled 
spinning wheel, known as Ambar Charkha, in a attempt to solve the pro-
. blems of unemployment. The Arnbar CM.rkha Enquiry Committee, which re-
ported in 1956, has suggested that experiments on the wheel should be made 
for a longer period and on a bigger scale. It has also urged that "both 
intensive and extensive efforts should be made for improvements in· ~he de-
sign of the Am bar Charkha".. The government has sanctioned about 800, 000 
do],lars to finance the.Ambar Cha.rkha program .for the year 1956-57 .. 
Attention has been drawn to these facts in order to show that 
there is real danger of demand outstripping supply i.f, . by over-rating 
the capacity· of the decentralized sectors to deliver the goods, the 
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existing restr:tetive measures agail;lst the mills are allowed to continue 
indefinitely. Both the.Kanungo and Karve Committees have.recommended 
that mill production shoUld be ~tabiliged around 5, 000 million yards of 
cloth per annum. The ban on the expansion of the weaving capacity of the 
·mills is also intended. to insure that the additional demand for cloth is 
met solely by the decentralized seqtor. 
The inadequacy of such a policy, especially at a time of rising 
demand for cloth, became painfully obvious in the latter half of 1956. 
The pressure on available supplies tended to put up cloth prices, though, 
the rise was not sharp. The government felt forced to take certain re-
medial measures, which included a substantial increase in the excise duty 
· on mill cloth, in order to reduce the volume of consumption. 
The story of the excise duty on mill cloth makes astounding 
reading and we may pause here to survey the phenomenal increase in the 
burden. The du~ was re-introduced in 1949 in order to enable the Union 
, .. 
Government to reimburse the loss sustain~d by it following the abolition 
of salt tax. The increase in the illcidence of the duty is shown below: 
In millions of dollars 
1949-50 .. .. 2.5 
1950-51 1.8 
1951-52 •• 5.2 
1952-53 ... ... 2.6 
1953-54 4.5 
1954-55 .... 5.5 
1955-56 .,. 5.6 
l956-57 ~Revised) 11.9 
1957-58 Estimated) •• 14.4 
It is difficult to find justification for such a sharp increase 
in the excise, especially when the rise in cloth prices was by no means 
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substa.htial.. In fact, there is a testimony in the White Paper on the 
Budget for 1957-58 that the index for· cotton manufactures in 1956 in-
creased by 4.3 per centonly. This small rise in prices cannot justify 
an increase in ex-cise .by an average of _11.2 per cent over .August 1956 
and 14.8 per cent over December 1955. Today, excise calculated on the 
mill pri·ces of .a variety of rE)presentative qualities of cloth varies 
according to c.lassifiQation£rom 11.5 per cent to 51.9 per cent and av-
erages 24.8 per cent, e..n ayerage increase of ll.2 per cent ovE)r August 
1956.. In fact, in certain -categories of superfine cloth, it is as high 
as 38 per cent. 
As a. result of these measures, there was a marked decline in 
the volume of cloth consumption in the country, as neither the dealer nor 
the consumer was in a position to bear the high incidence of the excise 
duty. Faced with·the problem of cost ~nflation, the industry was unable 
to take the b~den on its own shoulders. Stocks of cloth, therefore, 
began to accumulate and had for some time exceeded the figure of 
500,000 bales.- In fact, there was a drift towa.IIds the position thay ex-
isted in 1955 when special steps had to be. taken by the Government to 
liquidate the stocks. 
It is evident from this that the most effective safeguard 
against a recurrE)nce of a cloth crises and disorganization of trade is to 
allow the mills to install additional productive equipment on a.scale pro-
portionate with the growing cloth requirements of the people. Apart from 
the rising standard of living, we must take into consideration the fact 
that the increase in the population is creating a market· for about 4.5 
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million new cU$tomera every year. In a cotmtry like India the success 
of-its five year plans is measured in terms of more and better food and 
,cloth. Even from the point of view of maintaining stability in prices, 
it is, as the White Paper on the Budget for l~57-58 concedes, necessary 
to ensure a higher production of consumer goods like foodgrains and cloth .. 
On the other hand it is true that the preference of hand woven 
' fabrics cannot be given up for some decades to come in certain fabrics. 
The traditional conservatism .in the dress of Indian women, particularly as 
regards the sarjf/, may be depended upon to insure a continuous flow of 
demand for handloom saris. The exportable fabrics.like 'Madras handker-
chiefs, furnishing fabrics, etc., will always play an important role in 
the preservation of . this industry. ··No doubt the mills are now producing 
and selling cheaply some fabrics similar to those produced on h..cmdlooms. 
But still the average villager likes handloom products for he has an im-
plici t faith in the durabili try of the cloth and buys it in spite of its 
almost prohibitive price. 
These two sectors (1tills and Handlooms) of the textile industry 
are absolutely essential for the country's economic prosperity. Both the 
mill Rnd the handloom have a great many interests to safeguard and what is 
required to m~e their interests much more cornpat:i.ble is careful plann.ing. 
Of late there has been a natural adjustment between their spheres of 
#The principal garment of Hindu women, ·a. long cloth wrapped around the 
waist to cover the legs. It is o.raped full in front and then wound over 
the bosom, the left ·shoulder and sometimes also the head. · 
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activity and by dellbel:'B.te direction this can be made more complete and 
:fruitful. The writer would sug~est frequent conferences of the mill and 
handloom interests under the auspices of the government, which would 
pave the way for a fuller understanding between them and for an amicable 
settlement of differences. ·with a reasonable limitation of the spheres, 
the b.a.ndloom industry ~Pld the mill industry can be complementary, par-
ticularly in the production of colored fab:r-ics and ::;peciality fabrics. 
B. International 
In coming year.s the Indian producer of cotton mill cloth will 
not have just to be ,content w~th supplying his customers with goods or 
say quality goods, at a reasonable price, but.with increasing competition, 
both in home and foreign markets', he will have to create new kinds of 
fabrics.. Besides,these fabrics will have to be raised to constantly high-
. er levels of quality, utility and value. 
The continued prosperity, in fact, the existence of the industry 
is dependent to. a large extent, upon the maintenance of qua.li ty, the 
standard of its products and its ability to improve the quality of these 
products., 
In the case of export markets, the quality of onets goods become 
a .factor of natural importan:c~, g'?od quality is the forerunner of goodwill. 
It is, therefore, impek!itive that the goods 'for exports are mai.lltained even 
' . 
at a higher standard of quality than are those available to the home con-
sumers. Besides competition has to be met, in this ·case, world competi-
tion, because the ·customer l:.las a large choice of suppliers, and therefore 
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he can afford to be more discriminative and will doubtless bu-,r the 
best quality obtainable at the most favorable price. The consumer now-
adays, has become more critical and quality conscious. Exports of 
cotton fabrics, will therefore greatly depend on the willingness and 
capacity of iDill owners to supply the gooos according to. the standard 
desired by'the consumer. 
Competition, particularly in tl:J.e export markets, is exception-
ally keen, and business will go to those who have up-to-date designs to 
sell at competitive prices. Fabric~ of_ outstanding quality sold at 
reasonable and competitive prices can only be produced if the methods of 
manufacture and the pl~t used in manufacture are arranged to take ad-
vantage of the latest textileknowledge. In view of the fact that the 
presence of keen competition gives new importance to the reduction of 
manufacturing costs, the Indian textile ind~stry should quickly grasp the 
advantages obtainable from' the application of scientific research to de-
. sign and manufacturing method;:;. It i;:;, ther~;fore, suggested that the 
textile industry should e~pand its production to use every item of ex-
isting scientific and te~hnical knowledge which will help it in its 
t~P.sk. 
If India is to take her due place among the great exporting 
countries, the developments in international-trade in textiles should 
be carefully studied. First, for some year;:; past, there has been a 
remarkable ~ift of the industry towards the cotton-growing countries, 
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with the result-·that the total volume of cloth production throughout 
the world has been steadily declining9 This is borne out by the follow-
ing figures: 
Year, 
1936-3.8 
1951 
1952 
1955 
1954 
1955 .. 
Production 
(In millions of yards) 
. 6,080 
5,595 
4,550 
4,560 
5,120 
4,654 
A striking example of this tendency is provided by the Lancashire 
district in England which barely five decades ago, was exporting as mucha 
as 7,000 million yards of cloth annually, but. has now to be content with 
exports of only 700 million yards per annum. · 
Secondly, following the shri.rikagEl in the world trade, the com-
petition among the exporting countries has greatly increased~ TI1e follow-
ing table shows how .. the :rna.rk~t for textiles i>? shared: 
Table. Nb. VII* 
Country. Unit~ 1950 1951: 
... : 
1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
' 
U.K .. Million Sg_ .. yds. 622 864 'lll 709 637 555 474 
u.s.:A.~ II 563 811 775 628 614 552 519 
Japan .II 1,104 1,096 762 914 1,278 1,159 1,262 
GermlilllY II 126 255 275 252 251 248 207 
·Ita.Jn' 11 554 571 170 144 105 101 96 
India Million yds. 1,153 780 S~6 . 628 854 755 721 
*26, p. 15. 
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It is clear from these figures' that Japan has acquired a 
formidable aseendan?Y over the world market.. It has been able to do so 
because its textile industry is equipped with the latest automatic machin-
ery and because the productivity of its labor is astonishingly high. 
Thirdly, nKing Cottonn~ who had exercised undisputed sway over 
the textile world till recently;( is now seriously cha.llanged by man-made 
fibres which-,are being increasingly used for the production of cloth. 
Notwithstanding these obstacles, India can succeed. in attaining 
the expert goal ·of 1, 000 million yards of cloth per annum and in holding · 
it at that level.. Access to adequate supplies of home-grown 'cotton and a 
solid experience of o,ver one hund:red. y-ears are among the assets which her 
mill industry enjoys and wW.ch are shaJ;ed by only a few of its competitors. 
' ', 
Moreover, there is still an immense_potentUt]_demand for textiles in large 
. - . ' 
underdeveveloped areas, wb,ose economic .. progress will inevi talqly lead to : 
greater consumption of cloth. Their kinship to India is an asset to this 
country. 
' What is required, therefore, is that the_ mill industry should 
be encouraged to attain efficiency and eco;nmny in production so the.t its 
manufactures might secure greater competitive power in overseas markets. 
Through modernization of its equipment _and rationalization of its methods 
of production under the superv1sion of well trained and qualified manage-
ment the. mill industry can bring up overseas trade to the same high level 
as that of · its counterparts in advanced countries like- the United States 
and Japan. Similarly labor should give its wholehearted co-operation in 
achie:ving higher ·output. 
V., MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS 
A. Management Problems which lie beyond the Power of the 
Individual to Control. 
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In the textile. industry 't;l;l~ major problem of management is 
not concerned so lDUch with the operation of the individual establish-
ment as· with the interrelationships of the various units whi·ch go to 
make up the industry as a whole. By tbis statement it is not implied 
that the separate units of the industry have reached the highest levels 
of efficiency, for this is far from being the ease. · It is a matter of 
common knowledge that tb,e great majority of spinning and weaving mills 
in India are not equipped with the most economical machinery, do not 
apply the most scientific methods in perso~el management, and do not 
utilize good ~stems of cost accounting. But progress" in these respects 
is being made with reasonable rapidity and its continuance is opposed by 
no more serious obstacles than those 9f a technical character. In this 
section, therefore, discussion will be focused on those management prob-
lems in the textile industry,. which lie beyond the power of the indivi...,.. 
dual to control. 
However efficient the individual qperator may be in the adminis-
. tration of his .own plant his success or failure is largely a matter of tre 
operation of forces which lie beyond his control. At the present time, till 
average mill manager is. helpless to cope with many of the influences which 
determine his profit or loss. If he speeds up his production progr$.m, he 
sells his goods at a loss in the market which is already overburdened with 
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stocks. I-f-he curtails operations, his efforts are wasted without the 
co-operation of his. competitors; he also takes a loss from his inability 
to stop the drain of overhead expenses and from the disintegration of his 
labor force. Quite obviously the situation is one which can be met only 
by the imposition of control from some agency which. can regulate the oper-
.ations of the industry all the way from the spinning process to the final 
marketing ~f the finished fabrics. , Assuming the establishment of such a 
general agency of .control, its powers would be exercised in four different 
wa:ys such as (1) the total prOduction activity of the industry would be 
adjusted to the fluctuations in the supply of raw.ca,tton, (2) speculative 
operations between the various units ·which compose the industry would be 
eliminated, (5} changes in the demand of various types of cloth construc-
tion would be' immediately translated into. corresponding ehanges in pro-
duction schedules, and (4) sales o.f the finished product would be effected 
in such a manner as to maintain a consistent and. economic prof'i t margin 
for the producing units. Suqh a progr~ of general control, if inaugu-
rated at all, must be eomplete and definite and applied as a whole, since 
production as to quantity and qual:Lty must obviously be co-ordinated with 
sales operations if either is to gain the object in view. 
The price of cotton is extremely unstable, not only from year 
to year but also from month to month and week to week. Within a period 
of a single season (September.~ March) the p:r;ice of cotton may and 
frequently does fluctuate as much as thir-bJ or forty per cent. Since 
the cost of raw cotton is from one-third to two-thirds .of to~~l mill 
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costs, dE?peooing-upon th~ fineness of the goods being produced, the 
mill obviously needs protection from these wild fluctuations. 
The usual manner of gaining this protection is for the mill 
to purchase cotton on ttQall". This involves the UE!e of a contract which 
provides delivery to the mill of as many bales of cotton of a certain 
grade as are desired but leaves the time of .fi:x:ing the price of this 
cotton to the option o.f the buyer. In theory the mill .will fix the price 
at the. moment orders are received for. the goods .which correspond in value 
to the cotton consumed. Since the cloth markets from day to day move in 
sympathy wi:th the ·current price of cOtton, it is assumed that this method 
gives adequatE? proteption to the mill man. 
Another .form .of selling protection is the hedging process~ In 
this case the mill purchases the cotton at a price and then protects •,.L lu-
self from the possibility of decline .in the cotton markets by selling 
nshort.n This method is commonly known as hedging., 
Whether the :mill chooses to_ buy on ncalltt or pre.fers to use a . 
hedging method, the prote·ctiOn which it gains is far from complete. One 
reason for this is the failure of the various grades of cotton to display 
the same price behavior. For example, the b"!-sic grade, itmiddlingn, may 
at a particular time be 100 points below the grade known as nstrict mid-
· dlingn. At :a later date the spread between the two grades may be narrow-
ed to, let us say, 50.points or perha,ps may·be widened to 200 points. 
From the standpoint of the mill the requirements are confined to a parti-
cular grade.. Its hedging operations, or the practice of buying on ncalln, 
provides protection on the.basis merely of the standard grade which con-
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. stitutes valid-delivery on the exchanges, Thus a mill 1vhich has p:r:'o-
tected itself to the lim t of every possibili~y through hedging, or 
. otherwise, is still subj'ect to a pos::;ible loss of from one to two cents 
a pound on every pound of cotton which it buys. 
Perhaps more important than ~this (}efect is the fact that 
. -
fluctuations in the price of raw cotton influence sharply the volume of 
. . 
orders wi:Uch the mill receives for its products.' If the price of raw 
cotton is tending downward the total yolume of orders becomes less, the 
average siGe of . orders is re¢iuc~d, . and· the mill is put under the ne-
cessity in many cases either of curtailing production or else increasing 
'· 
its risk by manufacturing to stock. All the mills will re~if3t as strongly 
as possible th~ curtailment alternative, with the re~mlt that the rapid ao-
clliilUlation of· surplus stocks~_;under such conditions will depress the market 
·. . . . . . 
still further .and so narrow the differential between goods prices and the 
price of the basic grade of raw cotton. 
On the other hand a rise in the price of ~raw cotton will sti-
. mulate the inflti:x: of ordeJ;"s; .the size of each order will be greater and 
the buyers will insist upon more speedy deliveries. Hence the mills are 
practically forced. into a policy of enlarged production. Were this en-
larged ou'Cput due in every case to an actual increase in the consumption 
of cotton goods it woUld be justified. But in_the great majority of 
cases' the increase is due only to a' .d.im;l.nished prospective supp;Ly of raw 
cotton. The speeding up of mill activities under these conditions is, 
therefore, entirely illogical a..nd can be only temporary. 
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The fihal result of a small cotton crop must of necessity be 
a correspondingly small output of.finished goods. Hence it should be 
taken for granted by all mill units that curtailed production is in order. 
Immediately upon the appearance ·of" a reduced cotton supply were all th8 
mills to act in unison in meeting such a situation, each one taking its 
proper share of the curtailment from the very beginning, no loss in p~ofit 
wouldnresult. High prices for the finished goods would offset the in-
creased cost of cotton and also compensate for the reduced volume of output 
Of course no such co-ordination can be e~ected under the present decentra-
lised structure of' the industry. As it is now, variations in mill activity 
are to a· very large extent nothing more than responses to changes in the 
outlook for raw cotton prices, and are in no way related to or occasioned 
by changes in the demand for finished goods. 
The second major problem of the industry arises from the pre-
valence of speculative activities among its component divisions. The 
reason for this is found, of course, in the decentralized and disjointed 
character of the industry's structure as shown in a following diagram.* 
Usually a single mill unit does no more than a small part of the entire 
process of manufacturing and finishing a completed product. Hence we 
find the industry as a whole ·composed of spinners, yarn merchants, weav-
ing mills, converters, commission merc~nts in cloth, brokers, and garment 
manufacturers. In the spinning anc yyeaving divisions of the industry 
the units are small.~· Although a majority do both spinning and weaving ap-
*8, p .. 151. 
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proximately one-fourth are exclusively spinning m_ills. The plants which· 
combine b~th functions [l..ave rarely maintained perfect balance between them 
and will usually b.e -purGba.se.rs qr sellers of yarns. Hence, there is a 
-large market in yarns. Buying and selling are accomplished through the 
agency Of commission merchants and jobbers., Since buyeJ;"s and sellers are 
exceedingly m;unerous such an arrangemen_t is necessary to procure speedy 
execution of orders and to provide even terms for all parties,. Theoreti-'- -· 
- cally, yarn prices a.rri ved · at in .the open, market should reflect the true 
relationship between supply and demand and serve as a guide to mill op-
era.tions. 
Unfo~tunateJ.y this ideal is far f'.rom being met in actual prac,_ 
tice.. The yarn market is almost as susceptible to speculative activities 
as is the raw cotton market. There is much speculative buying of yarns 
for future delivery by merchants, mills, and outsiders in times of rising 
cotton prices; hence, the 1meconomic result of stimulated yarn production 
from cotton scarcity. Should raw cotton pri.ces tend toward weakness, we 
find that the yarn markets operate in such a manner as to intensify the 
condition of depression from the point of view of the mills. Buyers will 
hold back orders with the·a.ctive aid and participation of the merchants 
themselves · and so serve to make the demand for yarn appear far smaller 
than it really is. At such a time spinning mills in order to keep going 
must manufacture to stoc~, a policy w]:rl.ch is, of course, visible to all 
parties and which serves to weaken the price situation even more perhaps 
than if the yarns were passing into buyerst hands. Thus the yarn 
market as a whqle, instea&-of reflecting exclusively actual consumption 
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demand and actual--supply, at times becomes ?-n active agent in the 
. . . 
concealment of the relationship and so. joins with a number of other in .... 
fluences in p:roducirig chaos where there should be order. 
Turning our attenti6n,.now to the we~ving division of the in-
, dustry, . we fin<i th&t it. is uomppsed of numerous small UJ:l-i ts, most of 
which do nothing more than rproduce what. is k:Q:oWn. as ngrey goodsn. Hence 
their completed product consists of nothing more than the raw materials 
of another division. of the industry known as the converters. The move-
ment of ngrey goods" from the hands of the weavers is very rarely direct 
but is accomplished through the agency of a general market, the campo-
si tion of which is very similar to that of the yarn market. In this mar-
ket the buyers consist not only of converters but garment manufacturers, 
wholesalers, buying syndicates and industrilil.l consumers of v!U'ious types. 
The converter is the 11 stylistn of the industry~ He employs de-
signers who are constantly at work on new patterns, colors and fabric 
constructions. He is the individual who anticipates ·changing fashions and 
whose major responsibility lies in vision:irig the immediate future trend of 
fashion.. At stated intervals he submits his designs or patterns to the 
beyers of .. finished goods and solicits :orders.. From the .buying responses 
which he receives from his first showings he estimates the probable re-
quirements of the trade·· for the approaching season and is then in position 
to close contracts with mills for his supplies of basic fabrics. These 
are pu.l:'.chased outright ~d then shipped direct to another division of the 
industry kno\'Vn as the finishers whose function is to impart design and 
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finish to the goods in .accordance with the converter's specifications. 
For his services the finisher is paid by the yard acc.ording to agreement 
with the converter • 
.A].thciugh this arra:tJ.gement is one well adapted to provide ·a high 
degree of technical e::tcellence the manufacturing and finishing of· fabrics 
is very poorly adapted to meet business or economic •contigencies. The 
position of the ·converter is a perilous .one. If he buys his fabric mate;.. 
rials from the mills in advance of the orders which he bas received f'or 
finished-goods, he assumes a speculative risk incident to fluctuations 
in the pri·ce of cotton; if he ventures to have his basic materials 
finished in advance of buying orders, his position becomes still more 
ha:zardous from the po13sibility of. style changes. On the other hand if 
he delays all contracts until receipt of orders, he restricts mills and 
finishers to excessively.limited, periods of activity. Thus as the con-
verters succeed more and more in their self protection ·they do so at 
the expense of mills and finishers.· 
As an individual the converter cannot be blamed for a 
of cautic>n.. Sound management principles would seem to dictate it •. 
policy 
Yet 
by such a policy the· mills are thrown into a position to wr..ich they can- · 
not adapt themselves regardless of the ef:ficiency of theirmanagement. 
SUch relationsh:;i.ps to the variou13 units may be sound from the standpoint 
of the individual,.but entirely vicious in their effects upori the group 
as a whole. 
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The Commission·wercbant on the other band is an individual 
merchant usually serving as ~a selling agent for a number of mills. The 
larger merchants may carxy as many as 50 or 75 selling accounts. It is 
not unusual for competing mills to have the same selli:Q.g agent. The com-
mission merchant, as a ·selling agent, is a trader rather than a manu-
facturer. His compensation·· is in the form of a percentage of his sales. 
Hence from his point of view price is not so important as volume. A fluc-
tuation of one cent a yard, which may mean the difference between profit 
and loss. for the mill, .is a matter of relative indifference to the mercha.nt .. 
He, of course, dislikes a price situation which is unfavorable to the 
mills, but since tl:ie competitive situation makes him as an individual 
helpless in the .qontrol of prices:, his success as a mercl-J8.llt must come 
about through his ability to nmove the goodsn.. If. he should choose a dif-
ferent policy and attempt to hold out for better prices, he woUld quickly 
lose both buying and selling customers and suffer a speedy disintegration 
of his business.. His only choice is to go with the market and become an 
indistinguishable part of the daily nwhirligign. 
It is thus ·clear that at a time when the tendency of the in-
dustry as a whole is toward overproduction the commission form of sel~ 
ling serves to intensify the ·condition of depressed prices. 
This outcome is made all the more certain by the prevailing 
practice of credit advances to mills by commission merchants.. sUch credit 
advances are based on sales already made or upon goods in stock and are 
practicalJ.y certain· to put,the mill sooner or later in a position. 
where goods must be sold rega:r-qless of price in order to square accounts 
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with the commission merchant. It frequently happens that such loans 
cannot be liquidated by curre.nt collections. and sales of goods in stock, 
in which case the. mill has to be taken over by the merchant. · Where this 
occurs the mill is usually continuE)d in operation but With no obligation 
to stockholders and with no purpose of proViding a profit from its op-
erations, The teommission merchant is satisfied with his usUR.l commission 
on sales, provided he breaks even in the operating end of the arrangement. 
Mills of' this type, of.course, serve to create a competitive situation 
which is greatly to the disadvantage of mills which are operated to· pro-
vide a profit for sto,ckholders, 
The inference should not be drawn that the industry has made 
no efforts to solve the problems under which it is laboring. It is en-
tirely conscious of the character of its deficiencies. The slight pro-
gress wbi:ch has been . made toward their elimination is 'fiue more to the 
great number and variety of interests which are involved tban to any 
lack of desire on the part of the industryi s leaders. The industry as 
a whole possesses well organised trade associations with subsirl.iary as-
sociations for each of its important divisions and·in additional re-
g~onal associations whose· membership in some cases is determined by 
state lines. All of these associations during the past few years have 
. . . . . 
been exceedingly a;cti ve in preao:b..ing the doctrine of co-ordination of 
effort in adjusting production to consumption, in the adoption of more 
efficient methods of manufacture and distribution and in meeting the pro-
blems incident to style cbanges 
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In recent months much has been said in favor of certain 
legislative restrictions such as, for example, the lim tationsof hours. 
and the elim nation of night work. Should the states combine ~ such a 
program of legislative :r.-estriction the ~mediate effects would be be-
neficial.. The .present capacity of the mills would not permit so readily 
an overproduction of cotton goods were night work prohibited... A higher 
and ·more stable price level would probably result. It is doubtful, how-
·ever, if the improvement would be permanent sinee a condition of greater 
prosperit,r within the industry would undoubtedly stimulate the entrance 
of new mills.. If the final results of such restriction shoUld consist of 
notbing. more than a doubling of the industry's daytime capacity, the a-
chievement would not be worth the price. 
A permanent solution of the textile problem must provide not 
only the mechanisms of co~ordination and efficiency but must also set up 
effecti~e protection against uneconomical additions to plant and equip-
ment. 
No device capable of meeting these requirements seems in view 
except ~ drastic reorga.nization of the industry into verti,cal integrated 
combinations. By this is meant the union of all the processes, spinning, 
weaving, converting, finishing and selling under one unified control. It 
is quite properly taken for granted at the present time that a successful 
selling organuation must be prepared not only to fill orders of maximum · 
.si~e but· also to' offer a great variety of designs and constructions. It 
is likewise taken for granted that the successful performance of the con-
verting function requires large-scale operations and access to great 
variety and volume of basic fabrics. Thus the requirements of successful 
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merchandising and converting woul:ti seem to il:ictate the building on to 
these functions of the necessary manuf'acturing facilities.. In other 
. words there must be, as a condit:Lon precedent, large--,sca.le combination of 
spinning mills and weaving mills followed by the establishment of vertical 
connections between these large manufacturing groups and the groups which 
are entrusted with the problems of styling and merchandising .. 
This plan of organization takes for granted that the basic con-
trolling influences in the textile industry arise from .conditions in the 
market. Not on:IJ," the quality of ·output but also its quantity and variety 
are matters which the market and. the market only must determine. This is 
a eoncept 0~ management whi~h regards the manuf'acturing process as being 
strictly tecbD.ical in character.. It is concerned with the scientific re-
quirements.involved ~·the proper use of raw material, personnel andma-
chinery e In other words its proper task is to provide goods according to 
specifications and qualifications s:tipulated by those agencies which are 
acquainted with the character of the market. Such arrangement represents 
a radival departure from the methods now ili practice. At present the prob-
lem.s of t.echnical management are under the same administrative ·control as 
. the policies which determine the quality, quantity and type of goods pro-
duced. This in itself is sui'f'~cient evidence of the obsolescence of the 
present structure of the textile industry~ But when we consider • furth~;-
that production schedules are commonly controlled by men who are not even 
remotely associated with the :niarket .and are wholly ignorant of the forces 
which are shaping market tendencies, there is no occasion for surprise 
that so jllany units are 'constantly on the verge of insolvency. 
. . 
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It is commonplace in American business experience that the 
' 
secret of success in all industries which manufacture goods for popular 
consumption is to place merchandising con~iderations foremost ~~ then 
require manufacturing operations to adjust themselves aecordingly. It 
is a mode of procedure which calls for scientific salesmanship:, effective 
advertising, and above all a selling price which is not subject to daily 
trhigglingn but which is ,computed from an exact knowledge of costs_ The 
t:;;ndency is' one which necessitates a narrow differential between costs and 
selling pri:c;e, and which produces adequate profits only on the condition 
of quantity output and careful regulation of inventory. 
If the textile industry is to conform to those management axioms 
which hav~ prov~ so important in the prosperity of industries in .America, 
there is no alternative to its complete reorganization along the lines of 
vertical integration. 
Placing under a single control all of the1processes which are 
necessar.r to the production and sale of a finished product means for the 
textile industry not qnly an inauguxation of the constructive features 
which have been mentioned but also the·elimination of those destructive 
characteristics which prevail throughout the present structure of the 
industry. A.s it has been noticed that the separation of spinner from 
weaver, of weaver from converter, of converter from eqmmission merchant, 
of commission mercha.Ut' irom merchandising .. buyers and garment manufact-
urers, has resulted in the setting up of what is tantamount to a series 
of speculative mechanisms. F,a,~h point. of connection plays its part in 
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the clouding of the judgments and activities of the various divisions .. 
' . ' ~ 
Where there should be interest iri the functions necess~ to the work of 
the industr.y there i~ interest in the profits from accidental circum-
stances and shrewd forestalling •.. 
With the adoption of unified control, every- process within its 
jurisdiction is regulated with only· one thing in view; and that is an 
efficient performance of its. own parti~ular role' in providing the ul...,, 
·timate finished product ... 
To be sure no form of organisation can be expected to provide 
smooth and even operations for the textile industry •. No technical re-
. . . 
. adjustmen~s can overcome the disturbing influence arising from the sea-
sonal character of textile products; and certainly. no one has a right to 
assume that ·in the fut~e style changes Will be less violent and less dis-
't:. 
turbing in character. m that the industry ·can hope to do is to minimize 
the losses which these variables impose. The vertical type of control 
which .is· advocated will accomplist this not only tbr.ough the greater di-
rectness .and efficiency of management, but also through the complete change 
of motives which it would introduce. If the weaver .is eliminated as an 
independent factor in production he will have no motive to enlarge output 
merely because of rising prices of cotton. Those who constitut~ the next 
division of the industry would likewise become totally disinterested in 
enlarged operations at such a time in view of the fact that no increase 
in the actual cons~ption of cotton goods can b~ expected to follow rising 
prices in the raw cotton market. Thus' the artificial and illogical 
consequences of fluctuations on the raw cotton market, leading as they 
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do to ;3peculative and -artificial responses in the industry could no 
longer tinder the new arrangement be of any irr~ortance except in so far 
as they would necessitate a revision of finishea goods prices to maintain 
a proper profit margin. 
B.. Modernization 
Perhaps no problertJ at the moment is of greater importance to 
the :management of the textile industry than that of modernization.. It is 
recogn~ed on all hands that, if the. industry is to stand free competition 
at home and the sever competition fxo:m other countries that now lies ahead 
· in foreign market, the . management should take steps to increase the pro~ 
ductive capacit,r of the industY,r, improve the q~ity of its goods ana re-
duce the cost of production.. .This only can be done if the management 
adopts modern methods ·and: renovates the plants and machinery of the indus-
try to suit these tnethoch:L.. The indu~try is at present working with plant 
and machin~ which are old and outmoded~ The problem before the :manage-
ment now is that of obtaining the required machinery for modernization, 
of finding funds for the same, and of introducing methods of rationaliza- . 
tion. The problem is also one of bringing labor round to the viewpoint 
of the need for. modernisation. 
The Working Party for the Cotton Textile Industry appointed by 
the Government of India in ifur~h 1951 under the. chaix>manship of Mr. Ra.ma-
swami Mudaliar considered this matter at great length and made certain 
yery important suggestio1;1s and recommendations. The Working Party had ap-
pointed a technical sub-committee of experts ;v:ho went to the textile 
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centers in India and examined the prevailing :conditions of the industr'IJ 
at e·ach center and suggested what improvements were necess&--y. They 
undertook a scrutiny of a certain number of units in each center and 
classifi~ the machinery working therein under three age-groups, namely 
that prior to 1910, that betweenl9l0 a~d 1925, and that from 1925 to 
date.. They the~ d~termined which mS:chines out of these needed replace-
ment and which :required renovation. Having done tbat they worked out the 
cost thereof. In the following table. the Technical Sub.-Conimi ttee of the 
Working Party has shown the number of units. exam ned by them in each 
·center together with their spindles and looms and the approximate amount 
of renovation and replacement cost in the spinning and weaving sections 
thereof: 
Center 
Ahmedabad •• 
Bombay •• 
Delhi-U.P. ... 
Coimbatore 
Madhaya_ 
Bharat .. 
Mad.ha;ya-
Pradesh ... 
Total .... 
*16, p .. 422 
Table No. VIII~ 
No. of mills Total 
which submitted spindles in 
returns these mills 
58 . 1,067 ,ooo 
58 2,200,000 
10 476,000 
ll 556,000 
8 217,000 
6 256,000 
-, 
lll 4,552,000 
Total . Approximate 
looms.in amount of reno-
these vation and re-
mills placement cost 
for spinning 
and. \imaving 
only 
(In dollars) 
25,200 14,000,000 
50,000 6o,ooo,ooo 
9,500 9,600,000 
872 2,soo,ooo 
5,600 4,000,000 
5,300 9,200,000 
94,472 99,400,000 
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The table serves to-work out a rough· estimate of the total 
cost of renovation and replacement in respect of the whole industry as 
well. The total number of units in India is 465 with 12,575,805 spindles 
and 206,580 looms and on the above basis we may take it that roughly an 
amormt of $250,000,000 is required to be spent ·for. renovation and re-
placement., 
This brings up the question of financing this proposal. It is 
evident that the existing resources· of the industry are e_xtremely in-
adequate to meet the needsw In the Bomb~ textile center, the Industrial 
Court in a 'bonus judgment' came to the conclusion that the reserves with 
the industry were not sUfficient owing to increase in the cost of ma-
chinery, which the Industrial Court accepted as being about three ·times 
the pre-war prices.. ;I:n this rega.J;d it may also be referred to the Plan-
ning Commission's publication entitled nprogrammes of Industrial, 1951-56, n 
in which it is observed as follows: 
nThe existence of nearly 150 inefficient and uneconomic units 
in the country has already been referred to. The necessity of modernizing 
such units and or helping them to increase their capacities to economic 
sizes needs no emphasis. Facilities both in the form of foreign exchange 
and other types of assistance might become necessary to enable a large 
number of such units to function continuously and delivery goods corres-
ponding to their capa:cities. Replacements for modernization purposes and 
some·expa.ns:i..ons for conversion of rmeconomic units to economic sizes have 
to be visualized in the interest Of increasing tb,e efficiency of the in-
dustry and its <Competitive strength'' .. 
The following observations of the Industrial Finance Corporation 
in its second annual report are also relevant to the subject: 
nDuring the war years, the machinery and plant of the textile 
mills were put to intensive use, and renewals and replacements could not 
be carried out on an adequate scale, partly as a result of restrictions 
imposed on imports and the diversion of the productive capacity of the 
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supplying to war purpe$es. Since the cessation of hostilities the 
supply of new machinery bas not been adequate to meet the demand, and 
while the prices are approximately three tim.es' pre~war or higher de-
liveries are extended over long periods.. Generally speaking, ver-:1 few 
textile mills have adequate reserves or resources to pay for new equip-
ment at present prices to replace their old machinery.n 
The Industrial Finance Corporation is no doubt a soUrce of 
obtaining money for replacement of machinery, but it is found from its 
fifthe :Annual Report that during the five yeara of its working ending 
June, 1955, it could advance loans to the cotton. textile industry as 
a whole to the extent of 5,595,000 dollars only. 
This, therefore, could not prove so far to be an adequate 
source. Some of the other methods suggested for finding funds in this 
regard are exemption from taxes on income which may be set apart for 
purchase of capital goods. The Working Party in its report also dis-
cussed :various proposals, some of which were a kind of surcharge on 
cloth to be deposited with the Re13erve Bank of India, from which the 
same might be issued to the mills for replacement and renovation by .way 
of loan. The Working Party, hqwever, after considering all these pro-
posals, made the following recommendation: 
liThe Committee is of the opinion that the money to be found 
for suc~·replacement and ~enovation can only be found by a loan being 
granted by the Government and not by any outright grant either through 
a surcharge or otherwise. The Committee would, however, strongly re-. 
commend that the loan which we propose would be given by the goverrpn.ent 
for such replacement should carry a low rate of interest not exceeding 
4 per cent.- The Committee would like to emphasize the need for moderni-
zation of the ;b;~dustry and therefore the need for 'making available such 
amount as is required by the industry by way of loan~ The process of 
repla:cement, must be spread over a fairly long period; and by a long 
period the Committee means from 10 to 15 years.. The procurement of the 
necessary plant and machinery at reasonable prices and in tre present 
state of industrial production in countries where such. plan± and machi-
nery could be manuf.a.ctured necessitates the spreading over of the re-
quirements of the industry over a period so as to avoid both abnormal 
prices and to regulate timely deliveriesn. 
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The Taxation EnqUiry Commission under the chairmanship of 
Dr. Joha.n 11atthai and the Committee on Finance for Private Sector are 
also working on these problems. The industrialists through the various 
organizations have represented to the government that their present 
financial policy has made it difficult for private savings to flow into 
the industry. While the government should no doubt consider how and to 
what extent it should help the industry in this regard~ it is also up 
to the :management in the meanwhile, to· try to do their best by way of 
limitation of dividends and by utiliZing whatever other sources may be 
available to them, to .direct their efforts towards replt:l.cement of m~­
chinexy and :moderni!l'lation,· whi·ch should be. given top priority in thei+' 
' ~· \ . 
program. 
The attitude. of labor has been negative towards modernization. 
Thes~ schemes are opposed by labor on various grounds· such as that they 
would increase unemployment,· that they would involve increased workload 
for the workers and that labor is not likely to get any benefits re-
sulting from these changes. So far as the benefits are concerned, the 
Working Party has suggested trat half· the benefits from :modernization 
sho~ go to labor. In regard .to workload the Working Party. bas stated 
that the high.est priority would be . given to scientific assessment of 
workload and tb.A.t this should be evolved industry-region...,wise through 
a panel of experts approved by managements and labor unions; and wages 
be related to workload. The problem of unemployment, however that· might 
result as a result of these changes is very important and has received 
the serious attention of the government, management as well as labor. 
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From the side of management, it has been urged that the improvements 
will result in ~xpansion of the industry and would create further 
employment. The productivity team representing management and labor 
of the cotton spinning industry of the United Kingdom has stated in 
this rega;r_p. as follows: 
"Mechanization; if accompanied by lower production cost, 
maintains and creates employment rather the.n reduces it.n ·. 
The government,however, feels that between the period of un-
employment caused as a result of modE?rnization and that of fresh em-
ployment by way of expansion of the industry, the;re would be a time-lag · 
for anY appreciable length of time. This indeed is an important point 
for consideration so far as its economic aspect is concerned, but it has 
also apolitical tinge •. But the other side of the problem is that if 
the industry ia to survive, it cannot admittedly ;vork with the present 
machinery and 'methods, which must be changed in accordance with other ad-
vanced .countries. Besides another important fact to be remembered in 
this regard is that an extremely insigl;li.ficant percentage, say about 1.5 
per cent of the population is employed in the industry, an(.) therefore 
this alone could not be the •cause for any major unemployment •. 
it may also be stated that there is a great neceszity for cre-
ating mutual goodvdll and co-operation between labor and management, ~hat 
will work in a spirit of goodwill in the national interests. Increased 
efficiemcy and more production are dependent not only on mechanical 
factors, but also on psychological factors- Unfortunate:cy it is found 
that th~e are at present disruptive and demoralizing tendencies both 
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among management and.;th!:: workers. It is the duty, therefore; of national 
. leaders, trade union leaders and management to work with a unity of pur-
pose towards the ~ttainrnent of this objective .. 
C. Transportation 
Generally speaking, no industrial progress is possible without 
the assistance of transportation .. - :Anylarge-scale industry, in order to 
achieve satisfactory progress, .must depeno on the availability of raw 
-
materials, supply of labor, facilities for distributing its finished pro-
ducts and securing mechanical equipment etc.. It is thus obvious that such 
an industry is dependent at every. stage on transportation which ensures its 
progress. Even in European co~tries development of the various industries 
-
that have established themselves there bas been· coincident development of 
transportation. 
The first textile-mill though constructed in 1851 near Bombay 
did not start working _till 1854 and while a few mills had started around 
. Bombay within the following years, the -industry did not make any start-
ling progress for several years. One of the reasons for the slow pro-
gress was that the industry was dependent on foreign sources for its raw 
cotton and due to the .American Civil War in 1862, the price of cotton had 
reached heights beyond the reach of the handloom industry and the newly 
-
started mill indust~. At that time communications in India itself were 
in a poor state. There were hardly any roads to ~peak of and the railway 
construction had only just started. An experimental line was constructed 
near Calcutta in 1849 ang_ __ the first railway line in India joining Bombay 
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to Thana wa~opened up for traffi,c in 1854.. Fairly good progress in 
railway ,con~truetion. was ~chi.eved until. 1857 when there was a set-back .. 
The next 10 years,.however, registered a fairly rapid development and 
by 1870 over 500 miles of railways were -constructed. The growth of 
railways and roads made it possible for raw cotton to be carried over 
long distances and at comparatively cheap rates and thus helped the de-
velopment of the textile industry. 
In the early days of the textile industry, more spinning than 
weaving was undertaken, as manufacture of yarn was found to be more pro-
fitable. The yarn manufactured by the . textile mills in ··Bombay was ex-
ported as far as Ghi.na and Japan;. But these markets were lost to India 
as Japan itself was making _consi~erable industrial progress and looked 
to India more for the supply of :cotton than of yarn. In India itself 
improved eommuni·cations made it possible for the textile industr-.r, on 
the one haild, to secure its raw materials more easily than befm.·e and, 
on the other, to cater increasingly to the home market, by making use of 
the rail connections to distribute the finished products. While the de,... 
velopment of the industry was arl:'ested to some extent during World War I 
on account of the difficulty of obtaining requisite new macl~ery from a-
broad the industry experienced a period of great prosperity in the years 
immediately following the war. During this period the industry was given 
special freight rates and other concessions for the transportation of its 
raw material and its finished products. 
During the World War II, there was an excessive demand on iindian 
Railways for .-.the movement of various categories of goods. With a view to 
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ensure successfUl prosecution of war it became necessary to regulate 
movements according to prioritie;:;. Thus at the end of 19:43,. a _priorit;r 
list, containing ~ine priority classes, was introduced. The maintenance 
6f industrial prOduction was allotted Class V priority under this list 
and _it· was in this class tbat the movement of raw materials to, and fi-
. nished product~ from, textile mills was included along with other -im-
portant industries like steel and cement~ 
In spite of general improvement in transportation during the 
last few years, difficulties have not yet completely disappeared rather 
management is facing many problems with the overall expansion of economic 
activities of the country. They dontt get necessary transportation fa-
cilities when there is urgent need of it~ They find it very difficult 
to ship out the finished products to ather parts of the. country. 
Transportation plays a very great part in stabilizing prices 
throughout the country a.11d in providing necessary facilities for increased 
production of goods.. :~The government should concentrate all their energies 
on improving transport facilities which are at the root of tl~ economic 
oJ 
welfare of the nation. Union gover:Ument should assume some financial li-
ability in respect of both construction and maintenance of roads which 
should be accepted as pa.rt of. a national system of highways. While the 
finHncial difficulties in the recent years have caused a set-back to tl"t..e 
construction and progress of roads, it is to be hoped that as soon as 
funds are available, both the Union ami the State governments will embark 
on programmes of roads, within their respective spheres of operations, 
which will en-sure a balanced development of communications. These ;;ill 
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serve the ever-increasing transport needs of the country and will not 
only ensure general industrial progress but what is more important en-· 
sure rural prosperity. Tb.is increased communications will not only be-
nefit the t~tile industry generally but give an incentive to the use 
of indigenous cotton, which ultimately will reduce costs and increase 
production. 
8:3 
VI., CONCLUSIONS 
A. Factors that ·may reduce managerial problems 
1. Management of Manpower 
It is a ·well known faet that the· standard of living in the 
underdeveloped and undeveloped countries can be raised through in-
creased productivity. The Second Five Year Plan of India lays great-
er emphasis on the deve~opment of industries and different goals of 
production to be achieV'ed during the plan per:i,od are more or less 
fixed.. The product,ion program for the cotton textile industry in ·the 
Second Five Year Plan was announced in dune 1956. Briefly, the pro-
gram envisages cloth consumption in the country at 18.5 yard per head 
by 1960-61 when the population is expectedto increase to some 400 mil~ 
lion.. With an annual export of l,.ooo million yards, the industry in 
its thr~e branches is re~uirea to'increase its output from 6,700 million 
yards to 8,400 million yards per annum by the end of the plan period. 
India possesses limited resources of money and materials and these re-
sources along with the vast manpower at her dispo13al will :have to be 
. . '· . 
very judiciously used in Ol:der to' avoid waste and to enable to achieve 
the goals set for production .. 
With.theincreasing tempo of industrialization contemplated 
under the Second Five Year Plan and adoption of modern technique and 
modern implements for increased production, India must learn to approach 
these problems in a scientific manner. Industrial management is fast 
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becoming a speci~ised subject and. those who are at-the helm of in-
dustrial affairs must know the late:?t methods of achieving increased 
productivity through better management. 
·Increasing. productivity is a matter of importance in any 
country and is parti<:~arly vital to India.. In the broadest sense, 
the problem of raising productivity is how to use resources to pro--
du-ce as much wealth as possible .at the lowest possible cost. The 
achievement of higher prodt+c'bivity calls for· action on th~ part of 
management .and workers in pa.rticular. While prima:ey responsibility 
for action to raise productivity. in indiVidual undertakings rests with 
management, the active co-operation of workers and their representatives 
. . . . . . 
is indispensable. The test of. quality of management lies in how far they 
succeed in obtaining and maintaining the co-operation of workers in meas-
ures to raise woducti v:ltty. 
There should be mutuai discussions be~ween management a.b.d workers 
on matters such as arrangements for the sha;r'ing of the results of increased 
\ productivity, the safeguards- to be applied for the well-being of workers 
and the continuing efficiency of the und~rtakings in the industry. Such 
discussions may make possible some measure of uniformity in the applica-
. tion of techniques :for raising productivity throughout i;.he industr-<J. In 
taking measures to incr_ease productivity the management should take into 
.account as far as is practicable th~ human problems raised by tecbnolo-
gical changes. 
Increased productivity in any undertaking calls for action in 
the field. of organization .and control of production, personnel policy 
and plant eqUipment. In so far as organization and central of pro-
duction is eoncerned, every effort should be made to achieve greater 
degree of simplification, standar-dization and specialization. Simpli-
fication is the process of reducing the number of types and varieties 
of product made, sta.ndardizatiqn is~he process of evolving agreement 
on a standard for a particular product, range of products or procedure 
and the application of that standard which is defined with reference to 
perfol;'mance, quality~ comJ?oSitiqn; dimensions or method of manufacture 
or testing, and by specialization .:Ls meant the devoting of particular 
productive resources exclusively to the manufacture of narrow range of 
produots. 
The raising of :productiVity requires an examination of ,the 
general organi:za tion o:f the undertaking and a clear definition of lines 
and authority and responsibility.. .Attention· should also be given to 
work-study techniques, including methods study and work measurement, as· 
a means o:f imprdving the organization o:f work .. and simplifying proces$es 
and in sUitable cases as a basis for systems of payment by productivity • 
.Agreement and participation of workers are essential for successful· ap-
plication of such techniques4 
In regard to personnel policy, the management should consider 
the :appointment of qualified personnel o:fficers anG where the size of the 
undertaking permits, .the organizing of personnel departments and serVices. 
Attention should be given by management to improving the met:b.ods used for 
the selection and plae~ment of workers and the follow-up procedure de-
signed to review their progress and adjustment to their jobs. Attention 
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should allso be given to the proper trai~g of skilled workers by 
apprenticeship or other f'ormal training programs. At the same time OP-
portunity should be provided f'or unskilled workers to acquire the skiil 
needed for the performance of such operations. Other matters such as 
good working conditions, i.e., plant layout, cleanliness, lighting, b~at­
ing and ventilation, _arid-welfare facilities should also be provided in 
order to build up a contented_, stable and efficient labor force. Vi-
·'':._, 
gorous measures to promqte the safety· and health of workers should be 
regarded as ari essential part of any program to. raise productivity. 
The principal object of any ma.na.gement should be to secure the 
maximum prosperity for the employer coupled with the maximum prosperity 
for each employee. The word maximum property is used in the broad sense. 
They do not mean large dividends or ·profits for the company or the owner, 
but mean development-of-every branch.ofthe industry to its highest pitch 
of excellence so that the prosperity may pe permanent.. :tn the same way 
maximum prosperity for each employee means not only higher than are nor-
mally received by a man of his class but, of still m_ore importance it 
also means the ,development of each eEployee . to the state of maximum ef-
ficieney so that he may be able to put in his best according to his ~t-
· ura_l abilities., The fundamental interests of both employer and employees 
need not necessarily be antagonistic.. Ideal management has for its very 
foundation the firm conviction that the true interests of the two are one 
and the same. Prosperity for the employer cannot be lasting unless it is 
accompanied by prosperity :f.' or the employee and _vice versa. Productivity 
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is defined in scientific terms as the ra tionof the output of wealth 
produced and the input of resources used up in the process of production. 
In a broad sense the problem of increasing productivity may be said to be 
the problem of making more efficient use of all types of resources in em-
ployment at the lowest cost. The concept of output includes all goods and 
services produced, while the concept of input means efforts and sacrifices 
of all those who contribute to production. The main factors of production 
affecting input are capital equipment, and resources of labor. While the 
concept of productivity of capital equipment and resources are very impor-
tant for certain purposes, the concept of productivity of labor has re-
ceived the lioh 1 s share of attention at all time, so much so that when the 
word productivity is used without further qualification, it is understood 
to be the productivity of labor. Production through capital equipment and 
resources can be obtained efficiently only when there are cordial relations 
between the employer and the employee. Un1ess management is planned so as 
to secure maximum co-operation and good relations between the empl~~er and 
the employee, producti~it~ will never increase in a permanent and lasting 
manner, however UP-to-date, the capital equipment and resources may be, 
this is an ever-present problem for management to solve. 
Human relations play an important part in the successfUl op-
eration of any industrial concern. Management should, therefore, try to 
lower the cost of produetion not only by reducing wages of the workers 
but by making them more efficient ano sharing with them the prosperity 
of the establishment. Personal profit is not the only criterion of suc-
cess in industry. Jmanagement should also consider.that the industry is 
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an instrumen-t-, a.'Dong many other similar instruments, contributing 
to the national wealth and try to run the industry with this object 
in 'View.. Labor of course has to be alive to its own responsibility. 
It is hoped that with better living conditions resulting from enlight-
ened mana.gem~~t, labor -will take its rightful place in the task. of in-
creasing the nation's wealth without creating additional problems for 
the management. 
2. Statistical Quality Control 
In schemes of rationalization of industry, which has been pro-
posed such as introduction of automatic looms in textile mills and mo-
dern:Lzation of machinery with the latest technological improvements, the 
only point which has received widespread attention is whether such im-
provements would not bring about retrenchment in labor force, which the 
country, on economic grounds, cannot afford. In this discourse the 
problems of efficiency of labor and standard workloads have not been 
stressed, though at least in the case of the textile industry these two 
aspects have been mentioned.. Also the results of research anC! labora-
tory tests, at least where quantitative measurements.are involved, have 
not been subject to a systematic study by proper statistical checks. 
These tests and experiments, wlnch are obviously the backbone for mass 
production competing in world markets, involve a statistical study of 
observations of quality at each stage of processing, from the use of raw 
materials passing through several stages of semifinished and finished 
products and storing in warehouses .. 
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It_is interesting to note that not much attention is being 
paid to quality control and particulaJ;'ly to the statistical techni-
ques in the cotton mills.· Although there have been classes for train-
ing mill people at various centers, yet many cannot understand how 
statistics help the mill· mdustry. This section explains how statis-
tical quality control ·can help the industry and reduce managerial pro-
blems .. 
The foundation. of quality control in the textile industry, is 
the choice of good raw ·cotton, the use of good ma.chiriery, e.nd the cor-
rect setting and mainten~mce of that machinery, all this coupled with 
the proper allocation of jobs and .responsibilities to managers, foremen, 
and operatives, and the conscientious performance of those jobs. This 
is true in. all plants, but of none is it more true than of cotton mills .. 
Theoretically, management would use cottons suitable for the job, would 
keep machinery in good condition, and Would set it properly. Then there 
would be little need to test'the yarn and cloth for quality or to use 
statistical methods for pointing out the lessons the test results can 
teach. Actual condi ti"ons are not theoretical. Machinery maintenance ex-
cept at the most elementary level v1as in:ipossible during the war, and mills 
have not all recovered from the effects of this neglect; not all managers 
and foremen systematically attend to correct maintenance and setting; 
and all who work in a mill being h~a.n beings, share the human failings 
of all, so that things go wrong. Consequently, it is necessarJ to test 
yarn and cloth in order to .check whether it is right, !ID(Hto give some 
indicatiol:lof what; to rl.o if it is not .. 
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The cotton textile industry has had to test yarn and cloth 
for purposes of control for ve~ many years, and the traditional test-
# 
·ing methods- lea tests for strength and count of yarn, piece weights 
and length of cloth, picks and ends per inch, and so on, are not out of 
date; b1,1t in recent years new measuring methods and equipment have been 
found useful, if not necessary, for the efficient running of mills. 
There is the Shirley A:na.J.:yser for measuring the trash in cotton, and 
instruments for measuring silver, roving and yarn irregularity", are find-
ing their place in mill eq"l,lipment. · Instrumental cotton stapling is now 
being used sid~ by side with the old~fashioned hand stapling. Electrical 
/ 
instruments are available for controlling the moisture in warps after 
si~ing. .And. at all processes end. breaks are beginning to be rec.ognued 
as very important and breakage rates are being measured by simple count-
ing. 
A mill can be run without a . .lot of' .these test results, and the 
. ordinary mills can get along without them after a fashion, producing yarn 
and eloth of' some sort. But r:;ome mills will find that a sensible use of 
the instruments ana. tests available will assist thern 'to produce efficient-
ly goods of high quality •. It is in the sensible use of tests that the 
methods of statistical quality control have a part to play, and they can 
help in three ways. 
# Lea means a measure of yarn of varying quantity, in worsted, 80 ya.rds 
and in cotton and silk 120 yards - Oxfo~ Dictionary. 
-
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The first is ~ showing how many tests are necessary to achieve 
the degree of control required for .technical consiaerations.. SUppose it 
is desired to know. :the average' cotmt of a delivery of yarn. It is impos~ 
sible to test the whole of the yarn and the mean count has ·to be deter-
mined from a sample of a few leas t~~en from a £ew bob~tns. We know that 
it. is in the nature of things for the sample result to differ from the 
true result and we call the difference the sampling error. We know, too, 
that the sanipling error decreases as the sample size increases and there 
are statistical formUlae for determining how 'large the sample must ·be in 
order to reduce the sampling error to a given, satisfactorily low fi-
gure. It is £or the textile technologist to say what sampling error is 
tolerable, or in other words, what accuracy he wants; it is for the 
statistician to calculate how large the sample must be in order to give 
the,technologist the accuracy he wants~ 
Often, these calculations will suggest much more testing than 
is usually practiced and the technologist is apt to say that the sta-
tistical result is impracticable or wasteful. But it is not a good 
thing to adopt such an attitude.~ ·If the technologist, with his present 
sample ~i,zes, thinks t~t he is determining count more accurately than 
the statisti:cal ca1culations show to be the case, he deceives himself 
and is liable to run into trouble. Sometimes the scale of tesing is 
so hopelessly inadequate that it would be better to abandon the tests 
and save labor.. The statistical calculations, in showing how big the 
samples must be, help in decidi.rig where to concentrate a given amount 
of testing to be most e:ffective, instead of leaving it to be spread 
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ineffectively'Over too wide a field. For example, daily tests on a 
few npilotu counts of yarn, with an adeqUate number of leas for each, 
may be better for control purposes than daily tests on a large number 
of counts, with very few leas for each~ 
The second use of statistics is in calcule.ting the ,sampling 
error of a sample of' given size, - this and the :f.~rst use are two 
.sides of the same medal.. Thus, in controlling lap and silver weights, 
the machine is usually adjusted .if a test result comes outside certain 
tolerance limits. But if the tolerance lLuita are too close, the test 
result may often come outside because of ·sampling error and not because 
the laps or silvers are too light or heavy as a whole. In these cir-
cumstances the machine adjustment is made unnecessarily and this not 
only wastes effort and causes irritation but .adds to the variability of 
the prOduct. The tolerance limits must be correctly placed relative 
to the sampling errors. In studying the work of the Ahmedabad Textile 
Industrial Research Association, it seems that a good part of their 
successful application of statistical quality control lies in re-
stra.ining the people concerned from making unnecessary, and even harm-
ful, machine adjustments, particularly in the blowing room. 
A.third way in which statistical quality control is pra.cti-
eally useful is in providing systematic methods for treating test re-
sults so that they yield the utmost information of practical use. The 
chief of these methods involves the so-called control chart. Systematic 
examination shows when a scutcher is producing variable laps, which 
cards are giving most :waste and which the least, which ring frames are 
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giving most spinning breaks, which sets of wraps are giving heaviest 
piece weights, and so on; and this information tak~s sampling errors 
into account. Thus the attention of the technicians is directed to 
places where action is most needed and.most profitable. 
Often, the quality control results point to something wrong 
that should never have been allowed to go w.rong, or suggest some course 
of action that any technologist would agree is the right course without 
having studied statisti:cs.. Nevertheless, it has often been left to the 
statistical quality control to point these things out. Statistical 
quality control is not a rival to or a substitude for conscientious 
and competent technical control; the first is :i:n fact a servant of the 
second. It provides the technologi~t with a systematic, and not very 
difficult, means of knowing more about the ~erformance of his process. 
Such knowledge is power. 
5.. Scientific Management 
As it ~as already been pointed out in the introductory section 
that efficient working of each separate industrial organization, depenos 
on the competency of the executives on whom the management of the firm 
or organi.zation is vested and the managerial techniques tb..ese exe-
cutives use.. Until recently, t4e management of industrial ~its was 
mostly in the bands of people whose operating technique was based on 
individual common sense and past experience mostly on rule-of-thumb 
method. There was no application of science in management. AP-
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plic&tion of scientific management to industry would mean solving pro-
blems not merely by guess work ·ana_ vague knowledge called esperience, 
but by systematic study of the issue and sts.tistica.l 8.nalysis. The aP-
proach is both to the_ plant and machinery, workmen and. executives. 
Mr. F. Vl.. Taylor was the pioneer in formulating the basic prin-
ciples of "Scientific M$.nagement11 whiuh today are !mown as modern manage-
ment methods. According to Mr .. Taylor, inefficiency of workmen ts mainly 
due to lack of infol"'l!ation, kitowledge and systematic direction. 
First, every: job should be scientifically studied till the best 
method of doing the job is found. Instead. of each man, be he a worker or 
a,n executive, doing his work in his own .way, each should perform his task 
according to predetermined scientific method of performance. 
! . ' 
Secondly, __ fo+ each particular job, the best man should be se-
lected. He should then be trained, taught and developed, instead of the 
old practice of allowing a worker to select his own job and train himself 
as best he couid. 
Thirdly, the, responsibility for the work should be divided e-
qually between workers, and management instead of the old practice when 
the major part of the responsibilit,y ~or the work is thrown on the work-
ers~ 
Fourthly, there should deyelop a healthy co-operation between 
' 
worker and management i:n accordance with the principles laid down by the 
sc:ientifi·c study of pel;'forinance. -
·Firially, thefruits of Scientific Management should be shared 
by workers, executives and capital according to certain predetermined 
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plan. Once the workera get the impression that Scientific Management 
is only for adding to the profits of the employer at their cost the entire 
plan is bound to collapse. 
A study of ~cientific 1~agement should take the individual 
plant as the basic unit.. This means tbat the broader aspects of the 
re-organisation of the. industry as a whole are not .within the purview of 
Scientific Management. Scientific l'via.nagement is something differe~t from 
rationallilation. Scientific Management conn~tes the best organization of 
one firm cons.\dered as .. one unit.. Like rationalization it is also a scheme 
of waste reduction buti' concerns more the technical organh!ia tion of the 
undertakings individually and generally does not lead to combin;ation, 
whereas some form of trusteeship is the common feature of any scheme of 
rationalisation .. 
The various· aspects o£ Scientific Management are the selection 
of best location as to. supply of raw materials, climate, power, labor 
supply, communications, markets. for. finished products and so on. Ef-
·~ . : . . 
ficient planning, erection of best building and the most suitable plant 
and machiner-.r, arrangements satisfying customers in the matter of quick 
delivery, quality, design and price are ·all within the purview of Scien-
tific Management.. It also includes the application of elaborate machi-
nery in place of hand labor. .Good planning and management control can 
reduce inventories, cost of borrowing, idle men and materia.ls, and un-
necessary waste. Apart from all these, Scientific Management has mainly 
rested on ooientific job study and determination of proper workload for 
eauh worker so that each ca.rr-work to the fullest extent of his capacity. 
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And finally indivitiual efforts should be tied up with individual reward 
f'olloYling some incentive wage rate plan. Scientific Management is, 
therefore, the method of technique and o.f organization designed to se~ 
cure the minimum waste both of efforts of management and of materials .. 
Scientific job study whiuh includes time- and -motion study, 
is a new technique used by Mr. Taylor. This teclm,ique is adopted to de-
termine a fair day1 s work which may be earmarked as the standard job. A 
job standard is determined by time and motion study making use o:f' the stop 
watch to record speeds and carefully analysing the motion involved in a 
certain operation and allowing reasonable rest periods. Motion analysis 
also brings out clearly the strong and weak points of equipment. Such a 
study provides the base for establishing incentive wages which induce 
workers to work up to their full capacities if they are sure that. they 
will gain by their effort .. 
The success of Scientific Management involves in complete re-
volution in the mental attitude of both the worker and the employer and 
full co-operation between the two. A hostile· attitude of the worker or 
the greed for grabbing the entire surplus profit arising out of scientific 
management on the part of the employers, will defeat the purpose. 
Scientific selection of workers and executives through various 
types of tests does away with favoritism and nepotism. The most obvious 
advantage is the additional output that resul~s from more intensive and 
better directed division of labor and full~r utilization ~f capital, know-
. . 
ledge and resources. By b~sing the wage system on a scientific formula 
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which changes automatically with efficiency, one main ground of indus~ 
trial dispute is thus removed~ The tost of unit production will be 
·lowered, prices will be reduced if there be free competition, useless 
waste of raw materials and human labor will be avoided. Increased ef-
ficiency of the workers folloVled by increased wages and reduced selling 
prices will bring about a higher standa.!U of living for the working class. 
To the consumer, it will mean lower prices, to the producer expanding mar-
· kets, brisk business, higher profits, raising of capital at low rates of 
interest, to management fewer problems and difficulties, and to the com~ 
. . . 
munity and the nation greater industrial security. 
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B.. MEASURES NECESSARY FOR INCREASED PRODUCTION: 
1.. Rationalization 
The problem of rationalization is to be viewed not merely 
from a national but from an international point of view.. During the 
past few years, the textile industry in many ,countries has subjected 
itself to rationalization on an extensive scale and has prepared itself 
for the future by sacrifices, sometimes of an unprecedented character, 
involved in such rationalization.. The textile industry in Great Britain, 
it is well-known, bas gone tl~ough a process of rationalization which is 
not yet complete.. The visit of a British delegation to :America, the con-
sultations that it bas had with the Japanese textile industry and the sur-
vey it has made of the cotton industry of India have led the British tex-
tile industry to the conclusion that, unless the industry, is rationalized, 
unless its productive -capaei ty is increased and the costs of production de-
creased, unless modern methods, the position of the .industry, especially· 
in its export market, will be in serious jeopardy. -The problem of ra-
tionalization bas therefore to be looked at not merely from the point of 
view of whether a slight reduction in costs will be possible on such ra-
tionalization, but also from a much wider angle. Within the la.st few 
yea:rs, the Indian textile industr-.r has developed a growing export market. 
The fact that the textile industry, whicll a decade. back, bad sought pro-
tection against foreign competition is now in a position to meet such 
foreign competition in outside countries, and in fact to compete so ef-
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fectively as to capture markets which were hitherto held by foreign 
competitors:, is significant, and i$ a healtl-zy- development which must be 
safeguarded. It is true that the suggestion has been made that the· 
Indian textile industr-.r has been able to capture some of the foreign 
markets owing to the ·comparatively low price paid for cotton locally 
purchased. Even then the ind,ustry ,will shortly be facing a severe and 
acute competition from its Far Eastern rival, .Japan, which before the 
last war drove mill owners to despair and led the government of' the day 
to impose what has been described as antidumping mea.s~es. The recent 
re-organization of' the Japanese textile industry, the skill of' the .Tap-
anese worker and the orga.nl.2iation behind the entire industry, leads one 
to believe that the competition f'rom this source will be at least as 
severe as before. This competition will affect not only t.P.e export mar-
kets, but even more, the home market of the textile industry of India .. 
Even if' the export markets were to be ignored as being comparatively 
small, the situa.tion in the home market with the constant pressure of' low-
pri·ced goods from abroad being available will necessarily lead. to·-serl:SJU13 
~ :> \::..;~~·~~~~~. ::,.::_, 
con13equences. At the present time, the industry is not a pn9'-£et;led in~·~ 
. . j~~}~ ~~ ~ 
dustry though the level of the revenue duties continues to:!B& the same as 
~; :' :'!: = 
~:. ~ - -
it was under the protective system. The low-priced goods ~Qm abrda.<f; and · 
~':-... ·' -: 
particularly from .Japan, will naturally lead to a demand on ~~6.:part ~f' .( '. 
. / / '~.:~~±.:---.::_-~·::.~;;"'. 
the industry to increase its rate of duty, and to cover it with a pro-
tecti ve duty ·at a higher level than it is at present as a revenue duty. 
It will be difficult to justify such a demand on the part of the industry 
which has had protection for-over two decades, and in the altered nature 
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of the 13et up of government and its demo:cratic er.aracter, it will not 
be surprising if the task of justifying such enhanced duties to protect 
the indust~J becomes increasingly .difficult. Protection is not a lusting 
oure for the manufactures of one 'country, nor is it an instrument to im-
prove the conditions of life of the workers. Therefore, the textile 
industry if it wants to meet the·Japanese competition and to eliminate 
unhealthy trends in the internal competition bet·ween individual manu-
fa:cturers, will have to. rely mainly on rationalization. 
The word rationalization signifies any s:cientific scheme of 
cost reduction. It d,iffers from scientific management in the sense 
'that in the latter case schemes of cost reduction are planned considering 
individual firms as a unit, while rationalization looks more to the in-
dustry as a whole, usually leading to combination of firms. 
Schemes of rationalization may include the substitution of 
labor-saving machinery in place of.dia.nd labor' simplification and stand-
. . ..... J 
ardization of products, reduction of waste both of efforts and materials, 
vertical and horizontal combinations of different firms with the object 
of specialization and economic· working •. Rationalization may sometimes, 
even lead to closing down of uneconomic units. 
The process of rationalization in an industry rn~y be effected 
in three different ways i.e .. (i) rationalization of capital, (ii) com-
bination of industrial 'unit_, both horizontal and vertical and (iii) in-
· novation and modernization of machinery. 
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· ...... The first: process is· for the reduction of overeapi talization 
of industry.· The second is for the standardization of product, simpli-
fication of varieties and efficient allocation of production program. 
Ana third is mainly for the reduction of waste of either efforts or of 
materials or both. 
The most serious objection that bas been raised against ra-
tionalization is that i-t, will throw labor out .o.f work and ereate un-
employment. But all methods of rationalization do not lead to unem-
.ployment. Rationalization of capital has no effect on aggregate em-
ployment and organizati61l of' undertB-l.cings does ·not involve any serious 
problem of unemploym~;mt. Innovation, replacement and modernization, of 
course, would cause unemployment. It may also be contented that in the 
long run as a result of lower cost and hence lm7er prices, the volume of 
unemployment will diminish if the inclination to consumption remains un-
altered. 
However, to prevent rationalization, to stop.the process of 
moderni:zation is not only illogical, it will force stagnation and re-
trogression of Indi~ industries. nrnaustrialists rightly assert that 
without rationalization it would be difficult for our _industries to run 
eff'icie11tly with gainful employrnent11 .• * Today rationalization has become 
essential for the cotton textile industry of India because of the emer-
gence of buyers• market and competitive internatio11al economy. But, in 
all recent discussions in India, emphasis has been lai~ on the third me-
*16, - pp. 409-412 .. 
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thod of rationali~ation only, na1llely, · substitution of hand labor by 
machines. It is .for this reason that labor has been so opposed to ra-
tional~ation as the proposed methods ultimately amount to labor-saving 
d evio es only .. 
.Any comprehensive scheme of rationalization of the cotton tex-
tile industry must include programs of (a) expansion and extension in re.,.. 
lation to optimum ·economic size for achieving the best balance of all the 
.factors of production, (b) innovation, modernization and rehabilitation 
to reduce cost of production, ·(c) standardization of products for better 
,efficiency, (d) organiz.ation in the forrn of pooling of profits, (e) ar-
rangements for finance, anril. (f) improving the effi.cienc:r of both manage-
ment and labor including technical personnel connected with tP.e industry. 
The s:Lze of an economic unit of a cotton mill depends upon the 
quality of production., Uneconomic units exist in every region. The 
first task for an;y healthy plan of ra.tionalizatio~' would be the deter:_ 
. 
mination.'of opt:iinum economic size.. Then expansion may be effected in 
two different ways, such that (:t) new plant and machine:r:y may be pur-
. ,. .. 
ch~sed and added to each individual unit, (ii) or, after closing down 
a few units in each region their machinery may be redistribut~d to re-
maining uneconomic units to bring to economic size. 
From the efficiency ·point of view the second method is pre-
ferable. The first method is condemned on the grounds that standardi-
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zation, adjustments ~d efficient operation of old and new machinery 
under one roof become more difficult and come in the way of maxiroumi-
$ation of profit~ 
In. the report of the Working Party for the Cotton Textile In-
dustry' it has been emphc:i.s:Lze~ that machinery prior to 1910 has be-
come obsolete and should be replaced by mod,ern equipment. Technolo-
gical improvements are also ·necessary iri certain cases by way of re-
placements and renovation to improve effi·ciency and to reduce cost of 
unit product:Lon~ It is . imperative that such changes be effected col-
lectively by the regional redistribution method.. The vacuum created by 
the elimination of obsolete machinery prior to 1910 may be filled up 
by closing down certain units ~d reallocP.ting the serviceable· plant 
and machinery after renovation on regional basisw Further after the 
elimination of obsolete machinery and organizational rationalization 
the·surviving units may also be rehabilitated on the basis of replace-
ments, renewals and modernization. 
Glosin~ down of some of the units on regional basis for 
organi..zational rationalization would call :for establishment of new 
enterprises to maintain our production level goals. This will not 
only open up opportunity fo:r: alternative employment but would. offer 
adequate opportun:Lty to install modern labor-saving machinery in new 
undertakings .. 
The craze fa:; increasing profits by manufacturing a. ·number 
of varieties of constantly changing qualities bas been a contributory 
cause of low efficiency. Such a policy· often puts a deteriorating 
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strain on machinery"'":'": tpo. Excessive specula tory habits of managing 
agents and sometime, governm~nt control schedules create inducements 
to alter the pattern of manufacture. too often for a better margin of 
profit. The situation, therefore; demands that the production pro-
grams of varipus mills be controlled collectively in relation to the 
capa:ci ty of machinery and labor. If every mill keeps to a limited 
number of standar~ varieties of production it would not only improve 
efficiency of labor and the life of machinel;'y but also lead to im-
provement in production both quantitative and qualitative. 
The scope for rationali.zation, evidently, is limited to the 
capacity of individual units. Closing down of some of the units for or-
ganizational rationalization, standardization and specialization of pro-
ducts would necessitate pooling of profits.. There is,therefore, need for 
pooling agreements according to a zonal basis. The pool shoul<! be an 
agreement among independent companies to divide th~ aggregate profit be-
tween· them· in some predetermined ration. As nationalization of the 
cotton textile industry is not immediately possible, individualism of 
private enterprise has to be curbed e~d steps in the direction of com-
bination or merger should be effected under State intervention. Or-
ganuation will help to establish optimum unit, concentrate capital, 
reduce cost of managemen~, eliminate unfair competition and encourage 
rationalization. 
All attempts towards rationalization of the cotton textile in-
dustry would fail if labor unions take a hostile attitude.xowards such a 
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change. If rationali~atien can be planned without resultant unem-
ployment, then labor bas no reason to oppose it except for the transfer 
problem .. 
Modern competitive economy calls for low cost of production. 
Hence, the challenge for rationalization, if there be any, must be met. 
Otherwise, the welfare of the State 'v-1ill be jeopardized in the race 
against modern technology of other nations. 
Measures are also necessary for increased production through 
' 
efficiency of both lab.or and management, To meet the requir.ements of 
efficient work the industry must have (i) trained industrial labor 
(ii) qualified managers and technicians, and (iii) scientific manage-
ment. 
The rationalization of the cotton textile industry is an 
economic problem tha~ our country faces today., ·The biggest. fear is the 
fear of unemploymel'lt _.. a problem. tbi:l.t can not be brushed aside. Ac-
cording to the report of the Working Party for the cotton textile in-
dustry, labor is against :x:ationali:zation op. three specific grounds, 
viz; .. (i) that it will create unemployment amongst working class, 
(ii) that it will increase the workload which will put more strain on 
workers, (iii) that the fruits, of rationalization will be enjoyed by 
capital alone and would go neitl;ler to . the worker, nor to the con-
sumers~ 
!A close e:x:amination of these problems would lead one to con-
elude that if an ·equitable distribution of the upainsn of rationali-
zation be worked out and proper understa.ndirig be brought between 
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labor and management,-the problem of rationalization would be mini-
mized to a purely economic problem than a problem of industrial relations. · 
2. Reduction of Costs 
Among the various textile industries in India, the cotton tex~ 
tile industry stands in the forefront as the biggest national industry. 
Its healthy progress and expansion is evidently a matter of vital im-
portance to India. But faced with problems peculiar to our economic 
conditions, the industry throughout its past history has suffered its 
set backs, and its progress, as compared to textile industries in most 
other countries, has been seriously retarded. The common grievance of 
mill owners is that, in spite of the persistent efforts of the government 
to make available cotton at ceiling prices, mills are obliged to purchase 
their cotton at much higher prices in order to avoid stoppages of their 
· plants... In their efforts to sell their cloth in the controlled econ0:rn-.r 
. they are faced with difficulties which cut their profits to dangerous 
limits., It must be admitted that in spite of these difficulties, in-
dustry has failed in the past to consolidate its position by adopting 
rational methods' of effecting economies in the cost of manufacture. 
In t:iines of strain, .as at present, when the cotton textile industry has 
to meet the demands both in home and foreign markets, it is suggested 
that the industry. shou:J..rl revise its old policies and face its problems 
by adopting the following measures which wlll reduce the costs of manu-
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facture·' .of cloth- arid at the same time increase the production: 
1. Industry should stabilize the prices of raw cotton b,r 
bulk purchases made on behalf of the entire. industry: It bas been e::l(-
perienced that fluctuations in raw cotton prices and the speculative 
element in its purchase are detrimental to the efficient management of 
mills. Mills seem more interested in the most economical deal i..l'l the 
purchase of cotton than in making purchases best suited to their re-
quirements.. The ·competition for the pu:i;-'cha:;>e qf the popular varieties 
increases their prices. It is; the;r~fore, suggested that the government 
should;, through the Cotton Corporation, seize the indigenous cotton crop 
each yea:r and also make bulk purchases of various varieties of foreign 
:cotton at the most reasonable prices. This cotton should be distributed 
to the mills throughout the cou,ntry· at stabilized prices based on their 
. · spinning values. Such a system will enable the mills to direct more at-:-
tention to the technical aspects of management. and attain the maximum ef-
ficiency without having to bear the risk of eotton prices fluctuations. 
2 •. The inuustry should standardize and simplify raw materials, 
processing methods and finished products for more economic production: 
The production of cloth in Indian mills is extremely c9mplex and varied, 
although a very large proportion of the products are suitable for bulk 
production. A study of the products of the industry and the requirements 
of the Indian consumer needs to be made with a view to ascertain how far 
our products are sui table for bulk production. The economic value of 
organising production on a smaller assortment of cloths with longer runs 
---
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should be undePStood and mills, especially the larger units, should ape-
ciali~e in qualities suitable for uninterrupted production. 
The number of mixirigs of cottons standardized by the govern-
ment must be restricted.: Standard working conditions must be assured. 
The production of limited · range of counts of yarn and types and quali--
ties of cloth should be encouraged.- In the past, labor was relatively 
cheap but now the relative importance of the various factors contri-
buting to the cost of prod,uction h..as altered,. The wage rates and other 
labor charges have increased tl;"emendousJy. It may be suggested to 
reduce costs by a proportionately smaller rise in the cost of raw 
material.- It may also be suggested that cotton mixings should be im-
proved.. The principle of making the maximum use of the cotton and of 
existing techniques by spinning it to the most economic limit of staple, 
may not still be advantageous as our practice in spinning. 
3. Laboratory and production control should be introduced at 
each stage of the manufacturing process: In order to avoid loss of 
production and increase of waste, it is necessary to introduce routine 
systems of checking the quality of the material, types of waste, size of 
packages, speeds of· machines_, quality stores, etc., a.nd maintaining 
certain :minimum standards at each stage of manufacture. This can be 
best achieved by a small but well-equipped labor a tory to serve a group 
of mills situated in each center.. Such laboratories would help to 
eliminate the element of secrecy now existing in each mill and en-
courage the pooling of .the technical resources now available to them. 
·A. system of productio.n planning, scheduling and control. shoulti be in-
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troduced in each mili:. so that the deliveries of one.department are 
balanced with the production of the next and handicaps to full pro-
duction are immediately detected and removed,. 
4. Industry should adopt a _standard and uniform system of 
costing applicable to the various units: Except for calculating the 
net profit or lqss for the· purpose of preparing the annual balance 
sheets, . very few mills have attached any importance to cost account-
ing. Even . the· departmental h~ads in a mill are completely in the dark · 
as to t};ie processing costs of their sections. The mills which have in-
troduced some ··system of monthly :cost accounting, treat it more as a 
minor clerical operation., 
It is very necessary-for mills to adapt modern systems of 
periodical cost accounting and cost control of each section. This val~ 
uable data can be a successful guide in finding out the best systems 
of operation, in detecting wastes and causes of loss at intermediate 
stages of manufacture. The system can be used, for example, to in-
vestigate what savings can be achieved by introduction of longer runs, 
new machinery, etc. The significance of each item of cost in con-
nection with different cloths or counts of yarn can be prominently 
brought outG 
5. Industry should improve the equipment, oper ating methods, 
working conditions, layout of the machinery and staffing of mills: 
(a)• A comprehensive survey of the existing equipment in 
mills and its suitability for modernization is necessary. There is 
no doubt that the present equrpment in most mills bas become obso-
no 
lete and i ts,.....original cost must have been in many cases entirely 
written off. It is necessary to find out howcost of production will 
be affected by the efficient use of new and moc1ern machinery and im-
provements in existing machinery. Since conditions will naturally 
Va:i:""f in each mill, each individual mill should draw up its orm schemes 
for improvement in its equipment. Facilities should be provided by 
Central or Research Institutes for the study of new types of macP-ines 
and methods of working adopted in foreign countries and applied to 
Indian conditions. 
(b) The experience and knowledge gained in individual mills 
must be divulged for the benefit of the entire industry. There should 
be more active co-operation between research institutes and techrlicB~ in-
stitutes e.nd the mills for the. experimentation of improved operating me-
thods.. The existing operating methods may be improved by (i) unifying 
the separate steps or processes in manufacture into continuous opera-
tions, e.g., the single process blow room plant in·spinning, or by 
droppu1g .process, e.g., the draw or the fly frames, by changes in ma-
chinery; (ii) making significant increases and fixing speeds of exis-
ting machines by certain improvements, . e.g., increasing speeds of 
looms .with a view to obtaining higher production; (iii) making minor 
improvements in existing machines and methods of processing, e.g., 
conversion to larger packages and beams on existing machines, thereby 
reducing material handling; (iv) systematic repair and maintenru1ce of 
machines and by keeping them in proper working condition. Schemes for 
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systematic and periodic overhauling, cleaning an:J lubrication, in-
dependent of production vmrk should be introduced. 
(c) The possibility of respacing existing macbine:cy in 
mills, with a vi~w to achieving the best layout and conditions, must 
be stwiied. Wider spacing of . machines, wider passages to allow for 
free and easy flow of material to minimize transport, to give freedom 
of movement and s~fet,y to workers and to increase machine and labor 
efficiency, , sh~uld be encouraged. It may, in some . eases, be advan- · 
tageous to _ construct :new buildings in place of the old. The extent to 
which mO!iern devices and mechanical lifting can be introduced should 
also be studied.~ 
It has often been remarked that Indian mills are overstaffed 
as compared to thOse. ~ foreign 'countries. This seems true in re-
spect of both operative and supervisory staffs.. New methods of staffing, 
with more careful selection, should be tried and their effects on 
machine and operative efficiency measured. With product standardiza~ 
tion, considerable rationalization may be effected • 
. ' 
(d) Since' conditions and scope for improvements va:ry in each 
individual mill, it is suggested that a joint technical committee of 
experts from . Indian ;mills and consulting efficienc-J engineers from 
) t 
abroad should be appointed by the government to conduct investigations 
in each mill separately; It is then essential that the recommendations 
are implemented at the earliest under the supervision of this com-
mittee~ 
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6;, Textile machinery manufacture in India should be ..en-
couraged: In its attempt to reduce manufacturing costs, the industry 
has been handicapped in plannirig an orderly program of re-equipment op 
account of her dependence on foreign machinists for supply of more ef-
ficient and labor:-saving machinery. The industJ:y has allowed much of its 
eqUipment to get out of date. The prohibitive prices, long delivery 
periods, heavy import duties, etc., of machinery, have involved capital 
charges which could not be carried economically by most mills. This baa 
limited their power. to replace old plants regularly and in fact has af-
fected the general attitude to re-equipment. Industrialists have become 
skeptical in the matter of machine improvements and modern methods. They 
feel that those that can go . on working old plants will be at an ad-
. vantage over those who spend large sums of money on expensive foreign 
machinery. 
The invention and development of new types of textile machine~J 
should, therefore, be undertaken i!f this country. The assistance of for-
eign specialists and machinery makers should be sought for advice and guid-
ance in the manufacture of new machine.s and the improvement of the exist-
ing machinery industry. The import of such textile machines and a·cces-
sories as are nov; being manufactured in the country and can be used ef~ 
ficientl1 by mills must be limited~ 
Certain stan>ixrd s of qUality of Indi'An machinery a.nd accessories 
should be·enforced and prices, controlled by a study of their cost of manu-
facture. If necessary, protection should be given without further delay. 
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7. Industry should adopt measures which will increase: pro-
duction- per worker in Indian mills: Next to cost of raw material, labor 
cost is the major item in ~hich mills can make the maximum economies. As 
the general level of wages rises and the manufacturing costs increase, it 
.... 
is necessary to search for the methods by which production per man-hour 
can be increased, without overloading the worker .. · A worker cannot afford 
to turn down the proposal of the cheapest method of production, provided 
the system does not put a work~load on him which is higher than it 
should be. ·He sh<mld be interest;ed only to see that he is fairly remun-
erated for the -work that he is capable of doL11g. Hence the system of 
11ages adopted in the mills must be based on careful work-load measure-
ment and should be an iricentive for greater productive effort. The de-
' . . . 
cisive factor in allocating work with the object of maximum output per 
man is the work-load. Vlork-load depends not so much on the number of rna-
chines as on the nature of the material that is passing t:hrough them, 
the training given to him for performing his job correctly, his capacity 
to work and his worlr..ing conditions. VJhile the general wage level in India 
is much lower than those in most other. countries, our labor cost is 
high only becuase output per man-hour is for various reasons comparatively 
ver-J low_ 
First it is very necessary for us to make a better selection of 
17orkers. Their physice.l and mental abilities must suit the jobs they are 
expected to perform. Secondly, they should be given systematic training 
based on careful time and motion studies, by instruction, demonstration 
.. 
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-and films. TJ:P.rdly, by proper light, ventilation, color conditioning, 
noise ·control,·dust removal, working conditions in departments must· be 
improved with a vie-·r'i to reduce mental' and physical fatigue and ex-
haustion.· Fourthly, it is necessaiY: to instill nproductionn con-
sciousness among workers and appeal to their love of prominence, rivalry 
and spirit of competition. Monetary incentives, Le. rewards, efficiency 
. . . 
bonuses, profit-'sharing schemes may be introduced with much advantage 
instead of ignoring these vital factors. 
3.. Supervi's:Lon and Efficiency of Technical Labor 
It is not many decades back tba.t in the writer's country the 
proprietors ofall industrial concerns and their employees were in the· 
closest relationship in understanding each other's problems. The em-
player tried· to understand the problems of his employees and took a keen 
interest in his welfare and that of his . family. The employee likewise 
knew intimately tbe circumstances of his employer and adjusted himself 
on many occasions to the varying .fortunes of his employer. The intra-
duct ion of ·machinery and the mass production of goods invol v:-ed the em-
ployment Of a la.rge number of Workers P.nd tend to remove the close link 
that previously existed between the proprietor and the worker. Comp~y 
management whether direct or through the Managing Agency system has, in 
many cases, enlarged the distance that separated management from the 
worker. But this must be considered an inevitable result in large scale 
production where thousands of workers are employed in a single unit of 
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the industrt" The dis-harmony involved in such separation cannot but 
bE: deplored. At the same time, it is heartening to note that there 
are manrtgements of large units in the textile industry where the l'.'Ianaging 
.Agent have preserved to this de.y, under difficult conditions, the personal 
touch v1i th most of the· workers, the human understanding of their pro-
blems. 
It must neverthel-ess be conceded tl'k9.t this can only be "in a 
feu cases where the management ha13 not ·changed over a long period of yfdaE 
years and where the workers have come to recognize the human interest 
which, over the period management has · shown in them. In some cases, it 
. . 
has been found tmt management has little knowledge of the individual 
workers of the unit and less of the problems tbat· face the ·workers in 
their daily existence. It .is pai.~ticularly so wh•::re l\:1f.lnagement he.s 
c:b..anged hands rapidly and new management with no knowledge of the pre-
vious _conditions of th<::l p~tieular unit, and with no experience. even of 
·the conduct of industrial establishments, have come into. etistence. 
The problem, therefore, remains how closer relt=~.tions can be 
established between the vmrkers and manageniE'mt. These closer relations 
seem to be possible in some cases, only if the supervisory staff vir-
tually takes the place of management in relation to the workers. In 
fact, this is the development that has come about in ms.ny of the 
textile units where the-worker sees and knows only his particular su-
pervisor and has no personal :l<".llOVlledge of the office staff or the 
Managing Agents. The supervisory staff ther·efore r.as evolved on it 
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now a special responsibility, not merely of checking the'· work of the 
worker-s and seeing that they discharge their duties properly, but even 
more, of tzjing to make new relationships with the workers which will 
take into account the human factor connected with conditions of work both 
in the mill and evan more outside the mill. 
The growth of trade unionism in India which is about three de-
cades old has been welcome and, indeed, is a necessary feature of the 
system of private industry. Trade unions are intended primarily to se-
cure for workers reasonable conditions of work, a living wage and other 
amenities which make life interesting and above all, security of tenure •. 
The loyalty of the worker generally to the trade unions which strives to 
improve hi.s working conditions and to secure these benefits is natural End 
can easily be understood. Nevertheless, a management which treats its 
.labor properly and establishes human contacts with individual workers as 
far as possible, ·commands from even these workers a loyalty to the unit 
at least as great as the loyalty to the trade unions concerned. It must, 
therefore, be the attempt of every enlightened management to secure this 
loyalty which is not incompatible 'tiith and certainly does not militate . 
against the loyalty of the worker to his trade union. As has already been 
stated, such managements are not many and are becoming rarer as time pas-
ses, and the personal knowledge which management is taking in the in-
dustrial unit becomes weaker. The supervisory staff therefore, which has 
taken the place of management in its personal. relations with the worker 
has an added responsibility of drawing the loyalty of the worker to the 
unit and of ~1ng the worker take pride in his work. Whatever conditions 
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of. uork are secured by trade unions and whatever amenities are provided 
at the instance of management or ,on demands made by trade unions; there 
is one essential for proper relat_ionship bet"'oreen the employer and the 
-, ,' 
worker shich has still to be secured, and which can only be secured either 
directly by management or indirectly through the uspervisory staff. This 
requirement is to build the. morare of th.e workers and to maintain that 
morale unimpaired. Morale in the industrial sphere has been defined as 
nthe attitude of emotional readiness,·which makes a worker want to turn 
out more and better work, to enter enthusiastically into the activities 
and endeavors of the group of which he is a· part; which makes him less 
susceptible to outside influence of disruptive .nature.ft* Workers who are 
informed, who enjoy a sense of security, who are given a feeling of indi-
vidual dignity and are properly and fairly paid can have this morale in-
stilled into them. The dignity of the· worke:r being recognized by the ' 
supervisory staff and the worker in his turn appreciating the care and 
anxiety of the supervisor to improve his work, to conduct him along pro-
per lines and guide him not as a disciplinarian but as an individual in-
terested in his progress, this is what is required; to establish a sense 
of dignity and self~respect in the worker and to enable him to see that 
the supervisor is an essential necessity for his very progress and happy 
existence. The .employee must feel an interest in his work, must have the 
sense that his.job is essential, that his contributions, achievements and 
accomplishments are necessary for the successful operation of the busi-
ness; that he is treated courteously and that some recognition is given 
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to the important par't that he plays in the productive machinery. This 
morale, on which right emphasis has to be laid, is a function which flows 
from the top to the bottom. The supervisory staff has, therefore, to 
take the place of the management and to instill into the workers an en-
thusiasm, a loyalty and devotion.to duty which real leadership and per-
sonal example will largely contribute to foster •. Many of the Managing 
Agents and some proprietors of industrial units hardly realize the part 
that supervision of the right kind can play in establishing and maintain-
ing the moral of the organization. The worker looks upon the supervisory 
staff as the real ~.ompany in many cases and takes their acti9n to be the 
policy of the management; he feels that they represent the attitude of ilhe 
company whether it is helpful or· otherwise, whether it is sympathetic or 
the reverse. The best conditions in any iri.dustrial unit exist where the 
foreman and the worker concerned have a feeling of mutual relationship 
and of-mutual understanding~ 
The need, therefore, of securing supervisors of the right. type, 
able to understand the human element in the treatment of workers, techni-
·cally well-qualified, capable of l_eadership both on the technical and on 
the personnel side, is so obvious that it is regrettable that many manage-
ments have not appreciated this fact. It being of utmost importance to 
the industry from the point of view of labor relationships which assist 
such production, it is suggested that a properly trained.and well-quali-
fied supervisory staff should be employed by each industrial unit, that 
their tenure of service should be secured, their wages be at a reason-
ll9 
able high level, and that managements should not take advantage of the 
fact that at the present time trained technicians are available in 
sufficient numbers. If the morale of the worker has to be maintained by 
the technician or superviosr, the morale of the technical or supervisory 
staff in turn has to be maintained and only management can· secure such 
morale on the part of the supervisory staff. This leads us to the ·con-
elusion that there would be a chain of proper understanding between the 
managament, the supervisory staff and the worker. If the supervisor•s 
responsibilities are recognized as far greater than that of the average 
worker, top management must give him the required backing. He should be 
allowed to have a say and more so in the promotion of employees under his 
control and in matters connected with his department, his opinion should 
be sought before decisions are arri~ed at. In fact the supervisor should 
be taken into the ··confidence of the management to a very large extent if 
the administrative machinery is to work smoothly from. top to bottom and 
t~ loyalty of the worker and the supervisor is to be highest to the unit 
concerned.· 
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· 4. Summary 
The cotton textile industr,Y of India has attained its 
present predominant position because of its persistency, resource-
fulness and the steadfast support given to it by the people of the 
country in the periods of adversity.. Its growing usefulness and its 
capacity for greater service are a national asset which must be en-
couraged. Unlike its counterparts in most 9f the countries, it is in 
a uniquely advantageous position. Besides having access to adequate 
supplies of homegrown c~tton, the industry is assured of a large and 
growing'domestic market which provides a solid basis for the develop-
ment of the country's export trade in textiles. 
There· is no doubt that every means must be adopted which will 
streamline production methods, strengthen controls and improve effi-
ciency if the textile industry is to compete with foreign competitors 
and increasing costs.. Its position has to be fully evaluated in terms 
of present economic trends and general conditions in the industrye The 
first, and greatest difficulty it faces is increasing productivity and 
the reduction of costs of production. The industry can meet this chal":" 
lange through rationalization and efficient management based on modern 
methods. and techniques. 
The factors previously enumerated in this chapter were stated 
.. 
with the idea of helping the manufacturer that is striving to meet increas-
ed competition. They are not meant to be answers to the hundreds of 
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managerial problems facing textile firms but more as guides that may 
help any one interested." 
Material costs have risen, labor costs continue to make 
:Uiroads on potemtial profits, foreign competition is increasing, and 
marginal mills are being forced out of business. Does this sound en-
couraging to the business m.an of the future or does it appear to be a 
hopeless situation? 
From the above mentioned number of ailments bothering the 
cotton textile industry it appears that these ·troubles must.be elimi-
nated or a solution found to oppose such conditions. 
A realistic point of view, however, should be taken when 
drawing a conclusion regarding labor and its present and future effects 
on cotton mills. There can be no doubt in any one's mind that labor 
leaders are going to continue their demands on manufacturers thus 
helping to perpetuate the inflationary trends regardless of the con-
sequences. The labor attitude towards employer is one of contempt and 
enmity instead of understanding or sympathy with their problems. 
In the case of raw materials no reduction in cost can be seen 
to be forthcoming in the near future •. The present danger of world con-
-flict will continue to cause prices of raw cotton to rise with no control 
of this situation from a managerial point of view. They as manufacturers 
. - . 
need raw materials and are being forced to pay exceedingly high prices 
because of subsidization of the farms and crop acreage controL Thus 
higher raw material costs may be avoided by two possible occurrences--
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the first is the reduction in cotton subsidization. by the government 
to the farmer which would create a more competitive condition among 
growers. Secondly, a vast increase in the allowed acreage per farm, 
thereby increasing raw cotton growing and dec!'easing the market price 8 
Iri view of Indian governmentB.l. ·policies concerning the cotton 
mill industry, the only conclusion that can be made is that the costs 
of material will continue to rise despite pressure brought about by 
the manufacturers. 
As for foreign competition, that too is increasing and the 
future appears uncertain for Indian cotton manufacturers. Japan has 
started capturing its lost markets and its exports for the year 1956 
reached 1,269,000,000 square yards while Indian exports dropped down 
from 8J4,ooo,ooo yards in 1954 to 721, ooo,ooo yards in 1956. Unless 
the mill industry is encouraged to attain efficiency and economy in 
production so that its manufactures might secure greater competitive 
power in overseas market, the rise of Japan as a threat to the Indian 
cotton industry will increase. 
tabor attitudes towards rationalization of the textile ~dustry 
are obstacles in the way of its progress. Unless labor is educated and 
government takes steps to bring co-operation between the management and 
labor, there is no hope of making rationalization schemes a success. 
Costs have increased inaall directions and have taken the 
initiative to earn a p:t'ofit away from the· manufacturers. Productivity 
must grow two-fold in order to make for the loss thrust upon the 
textile industry. The high cost of. doing busi.riess will ruin many 
businesses in the near future. 
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There is no denying the fact that the cold war between the 
Soviet Union and Western powers has helped inflationary tendencies 
and until the political unr~st in the.world subsides, the present con-
ditions of increased labor and raw materials costs will continue. 
·With the above mentioned facts there is no other conclusion 
that can be made except that the increased competition has become 
almost overpowering and managerial problems will continue to increase 
if these conditions remain as they are. The businesses are going to be 
driven beyond their capacity to survlve and will fail. If no steps are 
taken to improve the present conditions of the textile industry, as 
outlined in this thesis there will definitely be a_ decrease :i1i the 
number of cotton manufacturing establishments thus presenting a dismal 
picture of the future in the cotton concerns. 
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